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A TRANSFORMATIVE GIFT

Meeting the needs of
African children

ADVOCATING FOR SURVIVORS OF TORTURE

REACHING THE INVISIBLE:

PACIFIC GRADUATES FUND ALUMNI HOUSE

PACIFIC

FUND

Give to the Pacific Fund and directly enhance the student experience.
$25 buys a book for a deserving student
o $100 funds a service-learning program
$500 goes toward expenses for study abroad
$1,000 funds a professor's research

A gift at any level brings more opportunity for learning to University of the Pacific.
It's easy to donate — simply visit www.pacific.edu/pacificfund or call 209.946.2500 to give today.
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A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

The Foundation of Pacific's Future
By Donald V. DeRosa, President
One of the most satisfying

It should be obvious why

gave in honor of her

roles I perform as University

relationship building is such

friend Judy Chambers;

president is that ol building

an important part of building

and of Jim Bancroft, the

and stewarding lifelong

Pacific for its long-term

relationships between Pacific

future. Since 2000, when

Denny LeVett family
and Gordon and Anne

and its students, alumni and

the University launched its

Zuckerman, who have

friends. These relationships

current campaign, Investing

given in honor of Dave

form a foundation upon which

in Excellence, over 23,000

and Iola Brubeck.

current and future support ot

University stakeholders have

the University is built, and such

made such an investment,

want to share something

support is the basis of significant

totaling more than $325

with the community. I can't

progress in many areas. I he

million. What inspires such

think of better examples

generosity of our alumni,

generosity? While each donor

than the Spanos family and

Regents, friends, parents, faculty

has individual reasons for

their gifts to Athletics and

and staff is the lever which

giving, there are a few common

the Conservatory, and Bud

over many years has lifted the

reasons that stand out.

University from good to great,
and from great to greater.
Colleges and universities

Donors give because
they share Pacific's values,
creating responsible

Donors give because they

Klein and his family and their
contributions to create the
Klein Family Field.
Donors give because

would not survive or

leaders for career and civic

they trust the University

flourish without various

endeavors. Robert and lone

and know that their gifts

forms of philanthropy from

Monagan, contributing

will accomplish something

foundations, corporations

toward scholarships; the

important. Examples include

and individuals. It's a good

Eberhardt family and the

John and Elaine Chambers,

thing then, that statistics show

Bank of Stockton, supporting

in support of construction of

Americans are generous givers.

the Eberhardt School of

a new tech center; Dave and

According to a recent report by

Business; Paul Davies and

Laraine Gerber, for the Gerber

the Giving USA Foundation

the Lakeside Foundation,

Lecture Series in International

at Indiana University's Center

advancing construction of

Studies; the Thomas J. Long

on Philanthropy, Americans

the new Biological Sciences

Foundation for the Health

gave $295 billion in 2006,

Center; and Hayne and Susan

Sciences Learning Center; Jim

of which 13.9% went to

Moyer's support of the Pacific

and Carolyn Pride, for the

education, including colleges,

McGeorge School of Law,

Dugoni School; Alex and Jeri

universities and libraries,

are prime examples that come

Vereschagin, giving alumni

second only to giving to

to mind.

religious organizations. And

a permanent home through

Donors give because they

an Alumni House; the Baun

of the nearly $300 billion,

admire the University and its

family, which has supported

75.6% of the total was from

people. I'm reminded of the

the School of Engineering

individuals. Adding in funds

many Dental School alumni

and Computer Science; Pete

received through bequests in

that have given in honor of

and Alexandra Ottesen,

2006, individual giving rises

Dean Emeritus Art Dugoni;

supporting scholarships and an

to 83.4% of the total.

of the late Joan Darrah, who

endowed professorship for the

2
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Benerd School of Education;
and Robert and Jeannette
Powell, whose leadership gift
made this spring will support
scholarships and academic
programs.
As we close our Investing
in Excellence campaign in
October, we are already
creating the next set of
goals that will make Pacific
the West's most distinctive
student-centered national
university. It is not the gifts,
but the individuals behind
each gift, that have made the
University the extraordinary
institution it is today. They are
the foundation of our future.

FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK

Greetings Fellow Alumni
It's been said that you can judge a person by the company he or she keeps. II thats true, then
Pacificans, alumni and friends alike, are some pretty incredible people. While putting together
this issue of the Review, I was overwhelmed by the number of people in the Pacific family lor
whom giving back, in the form of time, talent or treasure, is just something they do. And when
asked why they give back, whether to the University or to a cause close to their hearts, the
answers have one thing in common: University of the Pacific. As you read this issue, you 11 see
what 1 mean.
lite annual US News & World Report and Princeton Review college rankings reinforce
to the world at large what we insiders already know — our University is top notch. While
President DeRosa will caution that, "... rankings such as these rely in part on subjective
measures and do not consider all factors that reflect true academic distinctiveness, they can
serve as a point of pride for alumni. Pacific was named one of "50 Great Schools at Great Prices for
the seventh consecutive year. In addition, this year, for the second year in a row, Pacific is in the US
News "Top 100." Pacific shares 96,h place with (among others) University of Arizona, University of
Massachusetts, Amherst and University of California, Riverside. And Pacific is one ol the smallest
universities to be ranked so high in a category dominated by large research institutions.
'Ihe Princeton Review includes Pacific on its list of The 366 Best Colleges and is one of the 123
colleges named on the Best Western College list. Perhaps the most exciting of all the rankings is
Pacific's spot among 20 schools on Ihe Princeton Reviews More to Do on Campus list. Others on
that list include Duke University, University of Notre Dame and Tuskeegee University. Ialk about
great company!
Enjoy the issue!

Qauuk
Daniele Hagen 99
P.S. I'd like to welcome my brand new niece and future Pacific 1 iger, Rosie Norah 1 illman,
who was born on the first day of classes, to the Pacific family!
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COMMENCEMENT 2007

T

his year's Commencement ceremonies featured keynote

Gaff, whose writing and professional activities throughout his

speaker John Chambers, chairman and CEO of Cisco Systems,

career have resulted in the strengthening of General Education

the recognized worldwide leader of networking for the Internet.

programs, the creation of programs dedicated to faculty

Chambers challenged graduates to reflect on their Pacific

development and teaching excellence and the development of

experience and, as they look toward their futures, be prepared to

diversity initiatives.

adapt to changes, be willing to take risks, guard relationships,

Former Chair of the Board of Regents Robert Monagan '42

maintain integrity and to balance work with family and fun.

was awarded the President's Medal of Achievement. During his

Chambers was awarded an honorary doctorate at the ceremony.

sixteen years on the Board, including nine as chair, he oversaw

Also receiving honorary degrees were Sakena Yacoobi '77,
director of the Afghan Institute of Learning, which provides

a successful fundraising campaign and provided leadership
through the transition in the presidency. He continues to serve

education and services to upwards of 350,000 women per year in

the University on the advisory board of the Jacoby Center for

Afghanistan and Pakistan, and former faculty member Dr. Jerry

Public Service and Civic Leadership.

SEEN AND HEARD
Nobel Peace Prize Winner Shirin Ebadi Speaks at Pacific

Shirin Ebadi, the first

significant efforts in spreading

Secretary General Irene

Iranian and first Muslim

democracy and human rights

Khan, calling for an end to all

woman to win a Nobel Peace

and fighting for the rights of

discrimination against women

Prize, spoke with humor and

women and children in her

in Iran. "We know there is a

candor at Pacific's Faye Spanos

country and around the world.

direct relationship between

Concert Hall in April. Her

She is an attorney and founder

peace, justice and respect for

speech "Iran Awakening: A

of the Children's Rights

human rights. As long as

Story of Revolution and Hope'

Support Association in Iran.

women are denied human

marked her only appearance
on the West Coast.
Ebadi was awarded the
Nobel Prize in 2003 for her
4
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Ebadi continues to be in

rights, anywhere in the world,

the news with her campaign

there can be no justice and no

for equality. She issued a joint

peace," Ebadi and Khan stated.

statement with United Nations

CAMPUS HAPPENINGS

CENTER STAGE

PACIFIC NEWSMAKER
Brubeck Festival Features

Professor and Student Discover Breakthrough Testing Method

"Cannery Row Suite"

for Pet Food

The Dave Brubeck Quartet,

Chemistry Professor

joined by Triple Play, soloists

O. David Sparkman and

Daniel Ebbers, Jessica

graduate student Teresa Vail

Siena, and Chris Brubeck,
the Flophouse Gang singers
from Pacific's Conservatory
of Music, and conductor
Russell Gloyd, performed

developed a new method for
determining how to identify
foreign substances in pet
food. The breakthrough

Dave and lola Brubeck's

discovery allows scientists to

"Cannery Row Suite" at

determine whether pet food

Brubeck Festival 2007 in April. The sold-out concert marked

has been contaminated in

only the second performance of this amazing semi-operatic piece

a matter of minutes using a

commissioned for the 2006 Monterey Jazz Festival, which is based
on John Steinbeck's

mass spectrometer with the

Student Teresa Vail tests dogfood
for melamine.

Direct Analysis in Real Time

novel about the

(DART) interface device.

drifters and workers i

"The significance of the DART mass spectral technique is

of old Monterey.

that results are available in minutes or seconds," Sparkman said.

The performance
elicited multiple

The traditional process of determining contamination ol food

standing ovations.

substances can take an hour or more.
The idea to use the method came after Vail received word
that Alpo she purchased for her own dogs was recalled due to
potential contamination with melamine. Under Sparkman's
direction, Vail tested the dog food and found that only one of a
dozen cans tested positive.

•TEREY

Y.

Vail in the mass spectrometry lab with (left to right) Professor O. David
Sparkman. Professor Patrick Jones and Chemistry Chair Elf Kraka.
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CAMPUS HAPPENINGS

ACADEMIC NEWS
Symposium on Bullying and Harrassment

The Director of the Institute on Violence and Destructive
Behavior, Jeff Sprague, lectured on "Fear at School: Can We Stop
Bullying and Harassment and Intimidation" at a symposium
hosted by the Benerd School of Education in April. " This
issue is at the top of the list of concerns for parents, teachers

behavioral consultant for two years, is a professor of special
education and co-director of the University of Oregon Institute
on Violence and Destructive Behavior. In 2001, he worked with
the Oregon legislature to establish the Oregon Center for School
Safety, of which he is the director. He directs federal, state and

and administrators across the country," said Michael Elium,

local research and demonstration projects related to school

coordinator of special education programs at Benerd. "Dr.

discipline, youth violence prevention, alternative education,

Sprague is one of the foremost experts in the country on violence

juvenile delinquency prevention and other related topics and has
written books on crime prevention for school administrators,

and related issues in our schools."
Sprague, a classroom teacher for seven years and a school

school safety and behavioral support in schools.

PACIFIC McGEORGE
ACADEMIC NEWS

PACIFIC NEWSMAKER

Conference Addresses Rights of Aging Voters

American Bar Association Honors

Professor Edward "Ned" Spurgeon was introduced as the
inaugural holder of the Gordon D. Schaber Chair in Health

Justice Anthony M. Kennedy

The American Bar

Law and Policy in February. The chair honors the late Gordon

Association (ABA) honored

D. Schaber, dean of Pacific McGeorge from 1957 to 1991 who

Supreme Court Justice

foresaw an increased need for legal structure surrounding the

Anthony M. Kennedy with

American health care system in the 21st century.

its highest award, the ABA

Under Spurgeon's leadership, the Center for Government Law

Medal, in August at the

and Policy hosted a conference in March on "Facilitating Voting

group's annual meeting. The

as People Age: Implications of Cognitive Impairment" that featured

award recognizes exceptionally

50 national experts in law and aging, medicine, long-term care,

distinguished service to

voting technology and elections administration. Spurgeon has

the cause of American

all — an example for every

written extensively in the areas of elder law, trusts and estates and

jurisprudence.

judge, every lawyer and every

estate planning. The conference addressed critical issues of growing
importance in light of the country's exploding elderly population.
Participants

faculty since 1965, was

Justice Kennedy challenged

of recommendations

preserving and promoting the

the membership of the world s

intended to protect the

rule of law and his leadership

largest legal organization to

voting rights of people

role on several important legal

promote law by reaching out to

with legal capacity and

initiatives including federal

young people in impoverished

to provide necessary

sentencing reform.

nations and making them

"There are so many reasons

converts in the fight against

I while protecting

to honor this justice," said

lawlessness. "The rule of law

I the integrity of the

ABA President Karen J. Mathis.

and your own freedom are

"He deserves this honor most,

not secure unless you address

recommendations,

however, because he singly

problems in those countries,

working papers and the

represents the best of our

he said.

keynote address will be published in a special symposium issue

profession. He's a fighter for

of the McGeorge Law Review.

justice and an advocate for

FALL 2007

In accepting the award,

honored for his dedication to

voting process. The

6

law professor, not just in
America but all over the world.

fashioned a number

assistance in voting,

Provost Phil Cilberson, Edward "Ned"
Spurgeon and Prof. Clark Kelso

Kennedy, who has been a
member of the Pacific McGeorge

CAMPUS HAPPENINGS

PACIFIC ODDS AND ENDS
The NCAA Division I Committee on Athletics
Certification announced that University of the
Pacific has received full certification. "After

IAT

A

1

a year-long study of our athletic programs,
we are pleased the NCAA concluded that we
are in full compliance with their guidelines," said
President DeRosa. "It affirms that our programs meet the

highest standards established by the NCAA membership. Every
Division I school has to be recertified every 10 years.

ARTHUR A. DUGONI SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY
PACIFIC REACHES OUT

AWARDS AND ACCOLADES

Teaming Up with Special Olympics at Summer Games

American College of Dentists Honors

Volunteers from the Arthur A. Dugoni School of Dentistry
provided free oral health evaluations for nearly 150 Special

Three Pacificans

The American College of Dentists

Olympics athletes during the Special Olympics Special Smiles

(ACD) Northern California Section

program in June. More than 50 Pacific students, faculty and

honored three people from Arthur A.

staff were on hand to conduct dental screenings, provide oral

Dugoni School of Dentistry.

health education and make custom mouthguards for the athletes.

Dr. Brian Kenyon, assistant professor,

Dentist and long-time Special Olympics supporter Dr. Steve

received the Distinguished Faculty

Perl man founded Special Smiles in 1993 to provide oral health

Member Award for outstanding

screenings and dental hygiene education to Special Olympics

service to the school and its students

athletes. Dental screenings are a way to increase oral health

and extraordinary dedication to

awareness for the athletes themselves, as well as their parents

dental education. Joanne Fox, alumni

and/or caregivers. Potential oral health issues can be identified

association coordinator, received the

early and the athletes referred to a dentist for follow-up care.

ACD's Dr. Joseph J. Krajewski Award

In addition, data gathered from the program is used to

for Merit. ACD presents this award

demonstrate a need for increased access to care for patients

to a non-dentist whose outstanding

with special needs. "Access to dental care should not be an

activities have contributed to the

Olympic obstacle," said Dr. Allen Wong, assistant professor and

advancement of the dental profession

assistant director of Pacific's Advanced Education in General

and enhanced the image of dentistry.

Dentistry program.

Tyler Nelson '07 received the Student

"Pacific's participation

Certificate of Honor for exemplary

in Special Olympics

professionalism and potential to

Special Smiles" shows

enhance the art and science of

we are serious about

dentistry and purposes of the ACD.

providing care lor
patients with special
needs and educating
the health care
providers ot the

From Top:

Brian Kenyon,
Joanne Fox and
Tyler Nelson '07

future."
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CAMPUS HAPPENINGS
FACULTY SPOTLIGHT

BY THE NUMBERS

91.3

New Multi-Faith Chaplain
Reverend Donna McNiel

Capital Public Radio

joined the Pacific community as

Purchases KUOP

the new Multi-faith Chaplain
July 1. She served as the

University of the Pacific and Capita! Public Radio have agreed

associate and campus minister

to move forward with the sale of KUOP, the Pacific-owned radio

at St. Thomas Episcopal Parish

station. Capital Public Radio, which operates seven public radio

and the University of Delaware

stations in California, has managed KUOP for the past six years

and as the campus chaplain at

under a licensing sharing agreement with Pacific. Ihey offered to

Southwest Missouri State and
Drury Universities prior to coming to Pacific. She earned her BA

purchase the station earlier this year.
"We think this deal is in the best interest of Pacific and KUOP s

in religion and psychology from Austin College and her Master

listeners," said Pat Cavanaugh, vice president of business and

of Divinity from Louisville Presbyterian Theological Seminary

finance. "Capital Public Radio has provided excellent national

and expects to complete her Doctor of Ministry from Episcopal

and local programming for the past six years and has proven that

Divinity School in May of 2008.
McNiel said the first thing on her agenda is to meet with students,

they will continue to serve the area's needs for years to come.'

religious and social justice organizations on campus and local

Proceeds from the sale will be invested in the construction
of the University Center and Biological Sciences Center, both

religious leaders, to listen and learn about the campus and Stockton

currently underway, The agreement provides underwriting

communities. The chapel will be open four days each week in

from Capital Public Radio for Pacific announcements and

the evening for anyone on campus who would like to worship,

promotional spots to be aired over five years, and I acific will

regardless of their faith or denomination, she said. It s the University

provide Capital Public Radio with studio space on the Stockton

chapel. It's open to anyone who wants to come in, she said.

campus to help them produce locally pertinent programming.

NEW REGENT
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Astronaut Jose Hernandez Named Regent

J

ose Hernandez '85, has joined the Board of Regents. "I am honored to have been selected

i|

to serve on the Board of Regents for University of the Pacific," Hernandez said. "My Pacific

education was one of the building blocks in my life that helped me realize my dream of

«A

becoming an astronaut, and I hope I will be able to fulfill the dreams of other students

£V

through my work on the Board."

HU

"Jose will be an invaluable addition to the Board," said President DeRosa. "We are
confident that his personal experiences and insight will further guide Pacific's mission of

BH

offering an excellent education to everyone, not just those with the economic means.
Hernandez was born in French Camp, Calif., one of four children of immigrant

t

workers from Mexico. Hernandez earned a degree in electrical engineering at Pacific and

1 •- p

went on to earn a master's in electrical engineering at University of California
—• •

„. ,

in Santa Barbara. He was hired by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
where he helped develop the first full-field digital mammography imaging
system, used to detect the early stages of breast cancer.
Hernandez was hired by the Johnson Space Center in 2001 as an engineer,
eventually becoming chief of the Center's materials and processes branch.

^

He was accepted in the astronaut program in 2004 and completed training
in 2006. While waiting to be assigned a spaceflight mission he supports
shuttle flight operations at Kennedy Space Center and represents the
astronaut office on tile repair development efforts at Johnson Space Center.

8
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Shane Hetzler '04, History and French
"As I squatted in the blistering heat, the kids kept coming.
They held out plastic sacks filled with a sand and manure
mix for planting tree seedlings. If these kids protect their
nursery, each will have a papaya for their house, shade
trees for their school and a field of eucalyptus for lumber
to harvest and sell in Dakar. The school will buy supplies

In Their Own Words

with the profits.

Dana Myers '08, Music Management
"My dreams were realized this spring when I attended a
Service Learning program in Kingston, Jamaica. As I am a
fan of reggae, I decided to travel to its birthplace in order
to gain a better understanding of its roots. One of the
biggest differences between America and Jamaica is in
the perceptions of music. You cannot walk down a street
in Jamaica without hearing reggae blaring from a nearby
sound system. Americans view music as an accessory — a
form of entertainment. For Jamaicans though, music is
a necessity; it helps to identify them as a unique people
living in the large world.
In addition to studying at a local university, I volunteered
at Alpha Boys School, a home for boys. I taught music

As an agroforestry volunteer for the Peace Corps in
Kelimane, Senegal, I spent 18 months spreading
"The Gospel According to Tree." Senegal has suffered
accelerating deforestation since the 1970s, due to
population growth and reliance on fuel wood. The problem
is particularly acute in the region north of the Gambian
border. But it's not easy to grow a tree.
I've worked with schoolchildren, individual farmers, and
women's groups to disseminate the benefits of planting
trees. The work is filled with ups and downs, best captured
in a Wolof proverb: 'Ndank ndank moi japp golo ci Nyies'
or 'Little by little, the monkey is trapped in the forest.' In
other words, it takes time and patience to facilitate change."

theory and performance to 30 boys, and reading to
special needs students. The level of poverty these boys
face was a real eye-opener for me, and helped me realize
many things that we take for granted in America. It is
difficult to understand these things without first-hand
experience and my college education has become more
well-rounded through my study abroad."

Above: Planting a mango tree at a
tree nursery training.
Right: Digging holes to out-plant
Left: "Two of my students Martin and

trees with some ofthe childrenfrom

Darron, at the Alpha Boys School.

my family.

Note that they only own one shirt
each (that's why they're so dirty)."
Above: Me with Ninja Star, a reggae
artist at Winifred Beach. Port
Antonio, Portland, Jamaica
PACIFIC REVIEW

..we are excited
about the enthusiastic
participation of the
Pacific community..."
Vice President
Ted Leland 70, 74
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A C E L E B R A T I O N O F INVESTING IN EXCELLENCE:
THE CAMPAIGN FOR PACIFIC

T

hough the Investing in Excellence campaign surpassed its goals by April 2007, President DeRosa

and the Board of Regents extended its close until October. The logic was solid: with the

OVER

$325
MILLION
RAISED

success of the past five years as proof, additional time would mean continued growth and possible
completion of remaining campaign objectives.
While final numbers are still pending, this much is known: the Campaign has been a tremendous
success. Beginning with the generosity shown by The Thomas J. Long Foundation to fund the
Health Sciences Learning Center and clinic in 2002 and including gifts from more than 22,000
donors, the Campaign has truly been a cause the Pacific community believes in.
It is not hard to see the changes such altruism has made possible; all it takes is a stroll through
each campus. From the modern, spacious residence halls on Brookside Drive to the ongoing
progress on both the University and Biological Sciences Centers on the Stockton Campus, to the
plans for renovating the Gordon Schaber Law Library at Pacific McGeorge and the naming of the
Arthur A. Dugoni School of Dentistry in San Francisco, the places and spaces that define life at

GOAL:

$200
MILLION

Pacific reflect a desire to attract and retain students and faculty of the highest caliber.
Some changes are not quite as visible. More than $179 million in endowments has been secured,
some in the form of estate gifts. They are critical to the enduring prosperity of Pacific. Endowments
ensure that students receive financial assistance in the form of scholarships, and that both existing and
new programs and initiatives provide students with relevant, specialized educational opportunities.
At this stage in the Campaign, there is a natural inclination toward crunching numbers,
but those leading Pacific are not so sure that's the best approach to take. "While it is certainly
natural to want to look at the Campaign in terms of total dollars raised, we are excited about the
enthusiastic participation of the Pacific community," said Ted Leland, vice president of University
Advancement. "That we were able to surpass our goals by so much is confirmation of the absolute
commitment of so many to Pacific's mission of providing

that education and, furthermore, to be an institution that

INVESTING IN
EXCELLENCE

ignites inquiry, nourishes aspirations and changes lives forever."

THE CAMPAIGN FOR PACIFIC

an accessible, superior, student-centered education. This
monumental campaign has strengthened our ability to provide

FALL 2 0 0 7

ATHLETICS

2007 Inductees into Pacific's
Athletic Hall of Fame

Aaron Turner
Aaron Turner still holds three NCAA
football receiving records and owns the

This year five individuals and one team were honored.

all-time record for most 100-yard receiving
games in a season (11), most consecutive

Melanie Beckenhauer-Heller '91

games with 100-yards receiving (11), and

Beckenhauer-Heller, a Pacific volleyball

most seasons with 1,000 receiving yards (3).

player from 1988-91, was an American

He ranks third all-time in NCAA

Volleyball Coaches Association (AVCA)
First Team Ail-American in 1990 and
1991. She was a two-time All-Big West
selection, earned Pacific's Team MVP
honor in 1991 and was a Big West AllAcademic team member in 1990 and 1991. She consistently led
the Tigers in assists through each of her four seasons, including
a single season record of 1,617 in the Tigers' run to the NCAA
Final Four in 1990. Her career record of 5,304 is still more than

history in career touchdowns with 43. Turner holds 16 school
records, including game, season and career records in receptions
and receiving yards. He holds eight Big West Conference marks,
including most touchdown passes caught in a season and career.
He earned All-Big West First Team honors in 1991 and 1992.
Turner was also selected as the outstanding offensive player for
the Tigers in each of his final three seasons, the only player to
win the honor three times.

John Dunning

800 ahead of second place.

Coach Dunning led the Pacific women's

Troy Kopp

volleyball team to back-to-back NCAA

Troy Kopp played football for the Tigers
from 1989-92. He was the cornerstone

National Championships in his first two

of the "Run and Gun" offense and holds

seasons at Pacific in 1985 and 1986. He

12 individual school records and four Big

went on to take the Tigers to 14 more

West Conference records. He also holds

NCAA Tournaments, including NCAA

the top five marks in school history for

Final Four appearances in 1990 and 1999.

both passing yards and total offense in the

After graduating from San Diego State in 1973, Dunning coached

Pacific single game record book. Kopp led the NCAA with 37

high school volleyball and was one of the most successful high

touchdown passes in 1991. His career total of 87 ranks 12th in

school volleyball coaches in California history. Dunning holds

NCAA history. Kopp also led the nation in total offense and pass

the Pacific record for victories by a women's volleyball head coach

efficiency in both 1990 and 1991, earning All-Big West accolades

with 437 wins and has the highest winning percentage of any

both seasons. He holds the top six single game passing marks in

coach in Pacific history. Under his watch, 16 Pacific student-

school history and was the Tigers' MVP in 1990.

athletes received a total of 29 Ail-American awards.

1978-79 Basketball Team

Marge Larsen '47

This team conducted

A long-time supporter of Pacific women's
athletics, Larsen has been an advocate

one of the most decorated

for women's sports her entire life. She

basketball campaigns in

participated in multiple sports in high

school history. After starting

school and college, and was a member of

the season 1-6, the 1978-

the All-California basketball team in 1937

79 squad went on to win

and field hockey team in 1938. Larsen

17 of its final

23 contests.

taught girls' PE in Stockton from 1946-61 and helped organize

Led by Head Coach Stan Morrison, the Tigers posted an 11-3

the Stockton Women's Track Team in 1968. In 1983, Larsen

mark in the Pacific Coast Athletic Association (PCAA) to claim

became the first woman inducted into the Tracy Sports Hall of

the Tigers' first

Fame. Since 1980, she has been involved in the sponsorship of

season came in back-to-back contests as the Tigers defeated PCAA

women's sports at Pacific, and in 2003, she created the Marge Larsen

rival UC Santa Barbara. The two teams met in Stockton and

Endowment for Women's Athletics at Pacific, which provides annual

Pacific won. The Tigers won three games to capture the PCAA

funds to each women's intercollegiate sports program at Pacific.

Tournament title and a berth into the NCAA Tournament.

title since 1970-71. The highlight of the regular
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A Transformative Gift
BY DR. JEAN PURNELL
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J ^President of the University, lam absolutely thrilled and
honored to announce that Bob andJeannette Powell,
friends of the University, and I am so proud to say —

my personal friends — have made an estate gift of
$100 million to University of the Pacific. With this gift,
we will establish the Robert C. and Jeannette Powell Fund,
which will be used to advance the University toward our goal

y

of becoming the West's most distinctive, student-centered
national University.

Donald V. DeRosa, President,
May 7, 2007, Stockton, CA

a Tam announcing a magnificent gift

as a result of ongoing discussions between

JLthat will transform our University."

the Powells and University officials over

With those words, President Don DeRosa
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recent months.

ushered in a new era for the University in

The Powells' decision to make such a gift,

the presence of a standing-room-only crowd

an extraordinarily well-kept secret even to

in the President's Room on the Stockton

some senior officials at the University, did

campus. The crowd, made up of over 100

not occur overnight and was the result of

faculty, staff, students, Regents and friends

a deepening, decades-long relationship

of the University, and accompanied by

between the Powells and the University.

notebook-ready reporters and video-camera

Promising to realize a core vision of the

operators, gathered in the early afternoon

University, to deliver an exceptionally

of May 7, drawn by the promise of an

high quality education and to be the

announcement of an "important and very

West's most distinctive, student-centered

positive development" for the University.

national university, the gift immediately

Upon hearing President DeRosa's

set both the University and its benefactors

announcement of a $100 million estate

apart in rare company. "This gift will

gift from former and current Regents of the

catapult University of the Pacific into a new

University, Robert and Jeannette Powell,

context in higher education," said Board of

the largest in the University's history, the

Regents Chair Dianne Philibosian at the

crowd reacted first with stunned reverence,

May 7 press conference. "We can become

quickly giving way to loud, long, jubilant

not just a school that develops leaders, but

applause. The gift will establish the Robert

a leadership institution itself— one that

C. and Jeannette Powell Fund to be used for

sets the standard for higher education.

purposes that have been generally outlined

It is a real privilege to know the Powells

personally, and to be chair of the Board

not only to become more familiar but to

arts, international programs and campus

in the year that such a magnificent gift is

get actively involved in its support. Bob

beautification. As demonstrated by his

announced."

joined the Board of Regents in 1989 and

prior founding of the merit loan program,

It's not every day that such transformative

served until 1993. He received an honorary

the Powells want to ensure that cost is

gifts are made in higher education. Only

doctor of letters degree from Pacific in

never an obstacle for talented students

six other universities in California, all

1996. Jeannette followed Bob, joining the

who want to attend Pacific. In addition,

large research institutions, have received a

Board in 1999; she continues to serve in

the University sees a significant infusion of

larger gift, according to the Chronicle of

that role today.

scholarship funds as a means to recruiting
a more national and international student

Higher Education, with just 31 universities

Their impact on the University has been

worldwide having claim to such a gift in

significant as well as visible. Bob Powell

body, invigorating student leadership

the past 40 years. The announcement was

worked with University officials in the

development programs and inspiring other

timed for inclusion in the University's

1990s to establish the Robert C. Powell

donors to match a portion of the Powells'

comprehensive campaign, scheduled to

Merit Loan Program, providing funds

gift as a challenge grant.

end in October, and giving the previous

that support students with financial

total of $225 million a huge boost in its
final stretch. And, as the Sacramento Bee
noted, while many other universities have
made much bigger splashes out of smaller
donations, the ceremony to announce the
gift and publicly recognize the donors was
focused on the gift and the University and not
the donors, just as the Powells wanted it.
In fact, the Powells requested no media
contacts and no publicity regarding their
transformative gift, a gift that could have
gone to any worthy charity, cause or school.

need

Support of the visual arts could involve

at Pacific. The University's Jeannette Powell

expansion of programs in digital media,
sponsorship of visiting artists, exhibits,

/

i
jjbis gift will
catapult University
of the Pacific into
a new context in
higher e d u c a t i o n . r /

lectures and art installations from around

Board of Regents Chair,
Dianne Philibosian

scholars to Pacific as a part of exchange

J

the world, and interdisciplinary research
and creative projects.
Endowments in international education
could provide support for; increasing the
number of Pacific students who study abroad
in programs ranging from one week to a
full academic year; bringing international
programs; and expanding cross-cultural

In a statement read to the assembled group

training programs across the University,

on May 7, the Powells said, "We are so proud

Art Center bears her name in recognition

ensuring that Pacific students are prepared for

of our association with this fine university

of her long-time interest and support of

responsible leadership in a global world.

and are excited to make this gift to ensure

the arts. They were inducted into Pacific's

an even brighter future for University of the

Gallery of Benefactors in 2004.

Campus beautification projects currently
being discussed with the Powells range from
the enhancement of campus entrances,

Pacific and its current and future students.

Although private and unassuming

We hope that our gift will encourage others

people, those that know the Powells well

plazas and open spaces, to the restoration

to show their support for Pacific, whose

understand their extraordinary motivation

of the portion of the Calaveras River that

graduates are performing leadership roles

for philanthropy. "Bob and Jeannette have

runs through campus.

throughout California and the nation."

had incredible success in real estate and

"Knowing Bob and Jeannette, everything

Bob and Jeannette were born and raised

design, and have won numerous awards and

they invest in will make current Pacific

in the San Francisco peninsula area; Bob in

recognitions, but they are most proud of the

students and alumni so proud to be a part of

San Francisco and Jeannette in Los Altos.

impact their civic and philanthropic work

this University," said DeRosa. "The Powells

They lived there until 1955 when they

has had on others, especially University of

gift tells the world that the University

moved to Sacramento and established a

the Pacific," said DeRosa. "In all of our

is worth the investment — and that the

successful real estate development company,

discussions about the possibility of this gift,

return on that investment will continue to

which after 50 years, continues today.

we've focused on how to make this great

grow in perpetuity."

The Powells were introduced to
University of the Pacific by their friends Ed

University even greater, and what will have
the most significant impact on students."

and Joan Westgate in the 1980s.Westgate,

The University has explored several

also a developer, served as a Regent of the

programmatic areas where the gift will be

University and encouraged his friend Bob

used, including scholarships, the visual
PACIFIC REVIEW
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BY PATRICIA SHAFER '82

A delayed honeymoon trip to Kenya and Tanzania in 2001
was Patricia Shafer's first exposure to orphans and vulnerable
children affected by HIV/AIDS. She has since visited four countries

Patricia Shafer, thirdfrom left, in Uganda.

than 30 countries on the topics of leadership and organizational
development. Yet, it's through trips to remote African villages
and sprawling townships of paper, tin and wood shanties that

in Southern Africa, become a member of a volunteer Leadership

I ve recalled thought-provoking conversations that took place in

Council of Save the Children USA, and co-founded an initiative

Stockton, California.

called Mothering Across Continents. Here, she provides a first-person
perspective on links between the essence of a Pacific education and
experiential lessons learned in Africa.

on the edge of his desk and asked: "When you graduate, what

Chief among these was a chat with a history professor who sat
difference will you make?"
As it turns out, my personal answer to that question revolves

A

t the end of a picture-perfect graduation ceremony in 1982,

I held a dual degree diploma in political science and mass

communications in my hands and lots of questions about the

around Uganda and South Africa.
In Uganda, my husband and I are underwriting a Save the
Children program focused on several rural fishing villages where

future in my head. I knew that within a year I would travel

HIV/AIDS prevalence can be three times the national average,

abroad to serve as a Rotary Fellow in Cairo, Egypt, but what I

girls are significantly more likely than boys to become infected

didn t appreciate was the sense of global responsibility that Pacific

and access to healthcare is limited if not non-existent. The programs

had instilled in me and where it might lead.

goal is to expand the number of youth clubs providing prevention

Today, my career path has included employment on three
continents and speeches and public presentations delivered on
live. I ve worked for two global Fortune 500 companies, and as a
consultant I ve coached and conversed with managers from more

>4
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education and support, create safer school opportunities, offer
testing and counseling and touch at least 5,000 people.
With an eye to South Africa, I co-founded Mothering Across
Continents, the vision of which is to be a catalyst for people,

ALUMNI VOICES

especially women, who want to make a difference in the lives of

enables them to write wills, hold onto property and support

orphans and vulnerable children. Funds raised at recent events

children when family members die.

are being directed to three projects, including one that will

1 met a little girl in a collared, white dress who gripped her

provide meals to high school students through a program called

grandfather's hand while she coughed uncontrollably. Nevertheless,

Caring Schools. A post-Apartheid democratic South Africa is

my overarching memory of that day is of hundreds of children

only 13 years old. Before many South Africans can enjoy the

flashing 1,000-megawatt smiles and clamoring to say "thank you"

benefits of democracy, they have to deal with the daily challenge

for coming.

of HIV/AIDS and its catastrophic impact on children. About

So, imagine my delight in this, my 25'1' college reunion year,

one-third of 10th graders are orphans. Many are raising brothers

when I discovered that including me there are three former

and sisters while trying to stay in school and wondering how they

Pacific students volunteering on the H1V/A1DS Leadership

will eat. When classes resume in fall 2007, we hope that Caring

Council of Save the Children USA. We are spread out, living in

Schools will be able to provide a daily hot and nutritious meal to

the Carolinas, New York and Illinois. We didn't know each other

1,000 students at a cost of one dollar per child per week.

as undergrads, though we might have. The Council co-chair

Caring Schools is just one of many examples of two great

Andrea Collins was a member of Delta Gamma. I was a member

ironies at play in Africa: seemingly insurmountable challenges

of Kappa Alpha Theta, and Council member Amy Joffee didn't

can be addressed with small-scale, tangible actions, and people

enter the world of the Greeks.

often perceived as oppressed and dispossessed remain steadfast in
their pursuit of a better future.
Such ironies were overwhelmingly evident when I traveled to

When we discovered we have Pacific in common, we agreed
that the University's emphasis on interdisciplinary studies and
developing leadership skills is a foundation that encourages social

the city of Kampala in November 2005. My emotions pinballed

responsibility. This philosophy of global engagement is being

as I disembarked the plane and took a taxi to the city center. The

reinforced today at Pacific, and I'm confident the University's

country faces the specter of 1.7 million HIV/AIDS orphans. Yet, 1

legacy will include successfully educating tomorrow's globally

watched a group of teenage girls perform a musical with a message

minded leaders.

of living positively despite adversity: "Though there's dying,
there'll be no more crying," they sang and danced.
I attended a women's education circle during that visit as well.

The time for such visionary educational initiatives could not
be more relevant or pressing. In Africa, an estimated 15 million
children have lost one or both parents as a consequence of HIV/

Half of the participants were AIDS widows and two-thirds had

AIDS, and that number is expected to climb to 25 million by the

taken in orphans. But a 10-mile roundtrip walk to "class" was

end of the decade. The risks of disease, poverty and hunger remain

worth the effort, they said. Learning to read and do basic math

daily realities for much of the world's population, and we in the US
have immense individual, corporate and non-profit resources to help.
As a chance meeting with two 14-year-olds on a hike in

Rich Casey, Stacy Rhodes and Patricia Sbafer standing on the equator.

the hills taught me, Africa is physically remote but surprising
connections can be found, fhe boys wore shirts they received in
a shipment of donated clothes. Learning that I lived in America,
one pointed to the image on his shirt and to a ball on the ground
and said earnestly: "I would wish to meet Michael Jordan one
day. Can you send me his autograph?"
But more than jerseys and memorabilia, those boys — like all
of us — need the skills and energy of a cadre of Pacific graduates
thinking boldly and broadly about changing the world for the better.
Patricia Shafer is president of international consulting and research
firm Compel, Ltd., dedicated to Evoking.Courageous.Leadership.
For more information on programs to support orphans and vulnerable
children through Save the Children USA and the Mothering Across
Continents initiative, contact her at: pshafer@compelconsulting.com.
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R E A C H I N Q h e INVISI
Pacific Alumna Advocates
for Survivors of Torture

Kathi Anderson '81 is celebrating the ten-year anniversary of
Survivors of Torture, International, a San Diego based nonprofit
organization she started in her living room. The organization
provides treatment to survivors of politically motivated torture living
in the San Diego area. To date, it has helped more than 700 people
from over 55 countries by providing medical, dental, psychiatric,
psychological, legal and social services. With the help of local
community agencies, the organization also provides emergency
care in the form of food, shelter, hygiene items and clothing.
Anderson lives with her husband Jesse Riveraand their 12-year-oldson Zachary in the San Diego area where she has seen the obstacles
survivors face once they cross the U.S. border — from applying for
asylum to adjusting to an unfamiliar environment without money,
food, adequate job skills or healthcare. "I feel very blessed and very,
very honored to be able do this work," Anderson said. "We're
privileged to live in this country. With privilege comes responsibility."
As executive director and cofounder of Survivors of Torture,
International, Anderson oversees a staff of ten, three volunteers

"I feel very blessed
and very, very honored to be able
do this work," Anderson said.
"We'reprivileged to live in this
country. With privilege comes
responsibility."

and more than 100 independent contractors, including therapists,
interpreters and psychiatrists. The organization has an annual
budget of nearly $1 million funded by grants and donations from the
government, foundations, corporations and organizations. Before
Survivors of Torture, International, no other torture treatment
organization existed in the San Diego area, which encompasses
one of the busiest border crossings in the world. The organization
estimates that 11,000 survivors reside in San Diego County alone.
Although more than 30 torture treatment centers exist in the US,
survivors remain under the radar of many, Anderson said. "This
is an invisible population which is underserved by professional

BY RHASHAD PITTMAN

communities," she said, "and is often times misunderstood or not
even recognized by the public at large."

When Kathi Anderson was a sophomore at Pacific in the late 1970s,

Path to Advocacy

she took a bus trip through Central America with a couple of college

Born in Oakland and raised in San Leandro, Calif., Anderson

friends. She was not aware thatgovernment-sponsored torture was on

said she never set out to be an advocate for torture survivors.

the verge of being practicedthroughout the region on agrand scale. She

Various international experiences, starting at Pacific, set her

was just a young college student who wanted to see the world.

on a course that led in that direction. While at Pacific, she met

Shortly after her trip, paramilitary and military groups committed

students from across the world and learned about their cultures

mass murder and torture on an unconscionable scale in El Salvador,

from conversations and cultural events. She met students from

Guatemala and Honduras, as well as in numerous other countries

the Middle East and remembers listening to them talk about their

throughout the world. Thousands ofpeople suffered from brutality

homelands and how some of them were still affected by wars that

committed by men in military uniforms. Over theyears, many victims

took place when they were children. "It just gives you a different

who survived that brutality fled to America in search ofprotection

perspective," Anderson said. "You can never really walk in other

and freedom, bringing with them deep physical and emotional scars.

people s shoes but you can kind of walk side by side."

The US government estimates that approximately 500,000 victims of

After graduating with a bachelor's degree in International

torture reside in the country. Now, more than twenty five years after

Relations, Anderson earned a master's degree in counseling from

graduating from Pacific, Anderson travels throughout the nation to
advocate for this "invisible population."

San Jose State University in 1985. While in San Jose, she worked

16
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as a refugee resettlement caseworker for the International Rescue

Assemblywoman Lori Saldana and Kathi Anderson '81 (center) with the California State Assembly resolution
in honor of the tenth anniversary of the United Nations International Day in Support of Victims of Torture.
Cheri Kramer '07 thirdfrom left.
Committee. She then moved to Idaho where she worked as an

Survivors of Torture,

administrator at a local hospital and taught graduate counseling

International is also conducting

courses. Shealso started a nonprofit organization for underprivileged

groundbreaking research with

youth called Lutheran Social Services of Idaho and volunteered

Pacific's School of International

for the human rights organization Amnesty International. After

Studies that will track the number of torture survivors living

relocating to San Diego, friends from Amnesty International

in California. Pacific visiting professor Jean-Marie Stratigos and

encouraged her to start Survivors of Torture, International.

Cheri Kramer 07, who graduated in May with a bachelor's degree

In the beginning, Anderson and cofounders Bill Radatz and

in international relations, are participating in the research project,

George Falk struggled to get support and funding for their

which is the first of its kind in the country. Anderson hopes other

organization. Government leaders at the local and state level

states will follow California's lead. Once the research is complete,

were not eager to address the issue. It was too "political" or too

the organization will use the data to make government leaders, law

"international," she was told. It took years of networking, meetings

enforcement officials and healthcare workers more aware of the

and presentations to get local city council members and state

survivors living in the state. "Most people don't believe that they

legislators to support their cause. "It was hard," she said, "getting

have survivors of torture in their own communities," Anderson

people to listen, to believe, to understand."

said. "This research will raise awareness and cause doctors to better

Raising Awareness
Anderson and the Survivors of Torture, International staff
are constantly working to garner support, and they have made
significant progress. On June 26, the California State Assembly
issued a resolution in honor of the tenth anniversary of the United
Nations International Day in Support of Victims of Torture, which
was signed by Assemblywoman Lori Saldana (D-San Diego). Gov.
Arnold Schwarzenegger also issued a proclamation in support of

respond to patient needs, and in turn make survivors healthier.'
Therapist Nicola Ranson, who conducts psychological
assessments for survivors who face asylum hearings, said her clients
often suffer from post-traumatic stress disorder, depression and
anxiety. Once they arrive at the border, many of them are put in
immigration detention centers, "which are essentially prisons,
she said. Many times they have left their families behind, do not
speak English and are still suffering from the memories of being

torture victims and called for an end to the "current-day horrors that

imprisoned and tortured. "They're going through hell basically,"

exist throughout the world, such as the genocide in Darfur.

Ranson said. Once they reach America, they are constantly on

Gerald Gray, founder and board president of Survivors
International, a San Francisco-based torture treatment center,

guard and have to learn how to trust again. Often times, they are
scared to leave their apartments out of fear of being recaptured.

said he asked Anderson to start a treatment center 12 years ago

Ranson said she knows when survivors are Starting to heal when

because she came well recommended. "She's really been a leader

they occasionally smile. "There are people who are so grateful to

in the California coalition," Gray said. "She's widely known and

be here and so appreciative of the United States," Ranson said. "It

trusted. I don't think we would be in Sacramento today without

just warms my heart to be part of something that's making the

her leadership."

world a better place."
PACIFIC REVIEW
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Pacific Graduates Fund

itting in his farmhouse kitchen in
Orland, California beside his wife and

ALUMNI
HOUSE

college sweetheart Jeri '57, Alex Vereschagin

'57 tries to express the motivation for their
gift of two million dollars to Pacific for an
Alumni House. "Sometimes you just give
because you can. Philanthropy is pretty fun."
Simple words from a modest man. In fact,
both of the Vereschagins hail from humble
backgrounds. Geraldine "Jeri" Vereschagin

BY
AMBER C. EDWARDS

was born in St. Paul, Minnesota, and
moved to California when her father was
transferred within the Internal Revenue
Service. She attended junior college in
Southern California for a year, but when
the family settled in the Bay Area, she
followed the advice of a friend and alumnus
and opted to attend Pacific. Alex, who was
born not 200 feet from the home he and Jeri
built in Orland, followed in the footsteps of
his older sister Virginia, who spoke highly
of her experiences at Pacific.
Alex studied business while Jeri pursued
a degree in elementary education. The two

Jeri '57 and
Alex Vereschagin 57
UNIVERSITY OF THE

pv a
in
r AC 1 r I C

A1

met for the first time during their sophomore
year on a blind date. Their time at Pacific was
full; his with the band and as president and

_ . : LJ

Alumni House

member of the Omega Phi Alpha fraternity,

March 2007

and hers with the yearbook and a presidency

SERVICE ACCESS

of her own at Alpha ThetaTau. "Those were
PRE-EVENT
PLAZA
ATCHLEY
CLOCK TOWER

the best four years of my life," Jeri says with a
serene smile. Alex nods in agreement.
Following their graduation in 1957,
the Vereschagins married and Jeri taught

EXISTING PARKING
BAXTER WAY

school between the births of their three
sons, while Alex put his business degree to
use co-founding Tri Counties Bank. The
Vereschagins also continued the family
history of farming, an operation that
currently boasts 1,000 acres planted in
walnuts, prunes and almonds.
Though their lives were busy, the two
never forgot about Pacific, and they
donated often. Each was pleased when
their son Robert '85 chose to attend Pacific.
He went on to earn a bachelor's degree in
business. When the opportunity presented
itself to work with the Alumni Association,
both Alex and Jeri were enthusiastic. Alex
served on the Alumni Association Board

18
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Architectural views of the Alex and Jeri Vereschagin Alumni House

from 1997-2002, acting as a leading member of the Alumni Center

needs, hosting not only alumni and student events and meetings,

Campaign Committee from 2003-2004.

but weddings and events for the community. We re going to be able

Their dedication to the Alumni Association hasn t waned over the
years, with both Alex and Jeri donating time and treasure whenever

to offer an alternative option to what is currently available.
The Alex and Jeri Vereschagin Alumni House will have another

possible. "There's a reward in giving of yourself for a cause, said

benefit, one close to the hearts of the benefactors. "We hope the

Alex. "Not everyone has the chance to give back, and we did.

Alumni House will increase alumni interest and participation,'

Their donation to what will be called the Alex and
Jeri Vereschagin Alumni House is just the latest
in a long line of gifts, but one that will have a far
reaching impact for the Alumni Association.
Plans for the Alumni House show a twostory building with an event center that will
accommodate Association meetings, a sprawling
outdoor terrace and a resource library stocked with
memorabilia of times past including yearbooks
and Feather River Inn mementos. There will

"You can leave
Pacific as a
student but
you shouldn't
leave it behind
Alex Vereschagin '57

also be administrative offices to house Pacific's

said Alex. "You can leave Pacific as a student but
you shouldn't leave it behind. Students do a lot of
growing up while at Pacific and get an outstanding
education at the same time." Jeri agreed, adding
"Yes, so you have to remember the past but also
think about the future. That's what being a part
of the Alumni Association means."
The Vereschagins' gift to the Alumni House
has provided a tremendous kickoff to the
fundraisingeffort that needs to raise an additional
S3 million dollars. "We've started this campaign

Alumni Relations staff, meeting rooms and a kitchen well suited

with incredible momentum, said Coen. "But in order to keep on

for catering onsite events.
Onsite events were one of the driving catalysts behind theconcept

track with our timeline for construction, we are going to need the
assistance of the entire Pacific community. We ask that anyone

of an Alumni House, as current facilities lack flexibility and also

who can help does so in the spirit of creating a place where our

lack adjacent outdoor space. " Ihere is a demand from the campus

past can merge with our future.

community for upscale facilities with the capacity to handle large

University of the Pacific will break ground on the Alex and

groups," said Bill Coen, executive director of Alumni Relations.

Jeri Vereschagin Alumni House pending completion of the

"We have planned the Alumni House to be an answer to those

fundraising campaign.
PACIFIC REVIEW
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FUND

Thank you in advance:

Sophie Zumout '09

Charlie Moynahan '10

Marylou Bagus 09

Antonio Padilla '09

it is to procrastinate, but act today. In fact, you can submit your
P. S. We understand how easy i
• by calling 209.946.2500 right now.
www.pacific.edu/pacificfund or

if ic.edu I pacific'
PACIFIC FUND

University of the Pacific 3601 Pacific Avenue Stockton, California

How is the Pacific Fund

Why should I give to the

Every year, our financial

Can my employer

I am happy to answer

different from the old

Pacific Fund if I haven't

resources fund our most

match my gift to the

any questions and send

annual giving program?

given in the past?

pressing campus-wide

Pacific Fund?

you a brochure. Thank

The Pacific Fund replaces

There has never been

needs. But to truly allow

Yes. Ask your employer

you for your support!

our broad-based annual

a better time to be a

our students to reach

or search our Matching

giving initiatives with

Pacifican — enrollment

their full potential, we

Gift Directory at

Jim Dugoni '86,

a targeted approach to

numbers are up, students

need additional support

www.pacific.edu/

Director of the

fundraising for experiential

and faculty are making

from alumni and friends.

matchinggifts.

Pacific Fund

learning, faculty

outstanding advances

That's why each gift —

scholarship and research,

and our national profile is

big or small — counts.

academic innovation

soaring. We need every

and scholarship. The

one to raise their hand

How do I give to the

new name reflects our

and say "Count me in!"

Pacific Fund?

the Pacific Fund?
Please contact me

commitment to making

to ensure that the

Visit www.pacific.edu/

directly at

a difference in the lives

University momentum

pacificfund or call

209.946.2500.

of students and faculty
every day. Giving to the

continues to build.

209.946.2500 to

Pacific Fund is the easiest

It seems as if Pacific has

stock, or real estate.

and most direct way

a lot of money already.

Donations are tax

to enhance hands-on

Will my gift really make

deductible as the

learning year after year.

a difference?

law allows.

Where do I get more
information about

make your gift of cash,

Yes! All gifts are vital to
helping the University
achieve its mission.

PAC F C

FUND
PACIFIC F U N D www.pacific.edu/pacificfund

UK!
INVESTING IN
EXCELLENCE
THE CAMPAIGN FOR PACIFIC

Voices from the Campaign
Alumni share their enthusiasm for Investing in Excellence

BY AMBER C. EDWARDS

As University of the Pacific approaches the October
2007 close of Investing in Excellence: The Campaign
for Pacific, we are pleased to introduce you to a
few of the many Voices from the Campaign. The
following represent the thousands of loyal alumni
and friends who have joined the University to raise
over $325 million to fund building construction,
enriched curriculum and a vibrant living and
learning community.
We invite you to read their
stories, identify with their
memories and visualize
the many exciting changes
taking place on all three
campuses.
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Ralph Saroyan '64

G

rowing up in

Daniel Hitzke '00
and Roman Rector '00

A

Sanger, California,

s far back as Roman

Ralph Saroyan knew

Rector '00 can

two things early on —

remember, he wanted

that he would attend

to become a lawyer. The

Pacific and that he would

pursuit of justice for

be involved in education.

the underdog has long

Though music was his

motivated the Southern

passion, a captivating

gentleman turned

career day presentation

California resident, who

from a young pharmacist

put himself through

changed the course of his life. He would head to Pacific as his

college and later Pacific

brother Stanley had, to become a pharmacist.
Saroyan threw himself into activities such as band, student
government and the Phi Delta Chi pharmacy fraternity. He

McGeorge School of Law. Now that Rector is finally in a position
to give back, his aim is not surprising — he wants to help make
law school more feasible for low income students.

credits his involvement with the fraternity as the reason then-

Working in cooperation with fellow alumnus Daniel Hitzke 00,

Dean Cy Rowland offered him a faculty position as the first

Rector recently pledged $25,000 to endow the Connie Callahan

director of Student Affairs for the School of Pharmacy in 1970.

scholarship for Latino students. Hitzke, who has matched his

"He recognized in me a desire to have an impact on the lives of

friend's pledge, is of Hispanic descent though Rector is not. "Our

young people," said Saroyan.

goal was to make the biggest impact with the resources we have

"I always sought to educate students about the heart of their

available," explained Rector. "We're aware of the rising costs of

job as pharmacists. I told them it wasn't about filling prescriptions

law school and our fear was that those increases would make law

for a man with stomach problems but about getting to know the

school impossible for some students. The Latino population seemed

man's wife, and children and grandchildren and growing with

a logical point of focus given the socioeconomic demographics

them, building relationships."

we've seen."

Throughout his career, Saroyan earned national recognition

Their decision to name the scholarship for Callahan, a McGeorge

with the Linwood F. Tice Friend of the American Pharmacists

graduate, University Regent and associate justice of the California

Association Academy of Student Pharmacists Award, an honor

Court of Appeal on the U.S. Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals,

reserved for individuals whose long-term services and contributions

wasn't difficult. "Connie has done a lot for McGeorge over the

benefit pharmacy students. Upon retirement, Saroyan also

years and is a real inspiration to those of us who want to use our

received the prestigious Medallion of Excellence from Pacific's

education and expertise to effect real change."

Alumni Association.

As a managing partner at Attorney Debt Solutions PC in

At Saroyan's retirement dinner in 2002, he was given the

Sacramento, Rector has been doing his part. His firm focuses

opportunity to create a lasting tribute to Pacific. "I had to

on credit counseling, debt settlement, credit report disputes and

choose between a brick and mortar memorial and a scholarship.

bankruptcy cases. "Concentrating in this area enables me to help

The scholarship appealed to me because my purpose has always

families in real trouble save their homes or get out of crippling

been to find and fill the needs of students." And so, the Ralph

credit card debt."

L. Saroyan Endowed Scholarship was created followed by the

Rector attributes his accomplishments to his McGeorge

Charlotte and George Saroyan Endowed Scholarship, Saroyan's

education. "I chose McGeorge for its reputation of creating

way of honoring his parents, the most influential people in his

practice-ready lawyers. Had I attended school anywhere else I

life, whom he credits with financing

his education despite their

would not be as successful as I am today and I know Daniel feels

great sacrifice and instilling in him the values of honesty, respect

the same. We're just two guys who were looking for a way to say

and hard work.

thank you to our alma mater and the communities that have
supported our careers. This seemed like the right time and the
perfect project."

Dennis "Denny" LeVett '61

Garth Treude 63

E

ven though nearly45

years have gone by,

Garth Treude '63 doesn't
take the fact that he was
educated at Pacific for
granted. "We didn't have
much money growing
up, so college wasn't
a given," said Treude,
the son of hardworking
entrepreneurs.
As a boy, Treude never imagined that life would include
an education he would cherish and a profession he would
devote himself to for decades, but then, he hadn't met Robert
Hunnell yet.
It was Hunnell, the owner of Hunncll's Professional Pharmacy
who first ignited in Treude a desire to become a pharmacist. "I
began working at Hunncll's Pharmacy when I was a junior in
high school and continued working there while I was at Pacific
and afterward, eventually becoming a partner in the store,"
explained I reude, who was the first in his family to graduate
from college.
"My time in the Pharmacy program at Pacific was special. We
were there at the beginning and had every advantage — engaged,
knowledgeable professors, personal attention and an environment
that allowed us to forge close friendships."
I hough 1 reude and his wife Darleen no longer live in the area,
their connection to Pacific has remained strong. So strong, in
fact, that the Treudes recently pledged $25,000 to the Thomas J.
Long School of Pharmacy and Health Sciences to be used for lab
renovations. "Giving back seemed like the right thing to do," said
Treude. The Treudes were pleased to be involved in the allocation
of their gift as well. "We really liked the opportunity to see what
the money would specifically impact," said Darleen.
"I received an enormous gift in the friendship of Bob Hunnell,"
said Treude, "and it led me to Pacific. I knew I'd give back one day
but what I didn't know was that it would feel this good."

"Theres no place
like Pacific.
H

r •

IT

/

lhe friends 1 made
and the
una
we experiences
I had have remained
the best in my life."

ennis "Denny"

LeVett '61 is the

embodiment of the
American dream. The
son of Iowa farmers, he

is today the president
of both St rutz-LeVett
Investment c°mpan
y

and C armel Country

Inns
A combination of

events, including the death of his father and his mother's inability
to earn a decent wage as a schoolteacher, led to his mother's
emigration to California from Iowa when he was in college.
Though LeVett had no interest in either California or University
of the Pacific, his mother persuaded him to try the University
for a semester.
Looking back, LeVett laughs about his resistance. "I went
kicking and screaming, he confided with a chuckle. "Then I
ended up meeting the neatest guys I had ever met in my life in
Rho Lambda Phi Rhizomia fraternity, and really enjoying the
small classes and personal attention. When I returned to Iowa
the following summer, I looked around and knew I no longer
belonged at University of Iowa. I loved Pacific."
Though LeVett easily admits to being without direction during
his younger years, he credits a real estate professor for being the
catalyst that ignited his love affair with the real estate industry.
It was my senior year and a professor of mine required that we
be in class at 8 am sharp or get docked. I couldn't ever make it by
8 am but I earned As on all my exams so he approached me and
offered a deal

if I got my real estate license, he would give me

a 'B' in the course, so I did."
That same professor also imparted a valuable piece of advice
to the ambitious recent graduate. "He told me to buy apartment
buildings so that the tenants could pay my mortgage for me. It
made sense, and I followed his advice. That led to me acquiring
hotels, and the rest is history."
Lor a man with a deep sense of loyalty, history has a way of
coming full circle. He recently pledged $1 million to Pacific to be
used to name the annual Brubeck Festival Symposium. "There's
no place like Pacific. The friends I made and the experiences
I had have remained the best in my life. It's an honor to be
involved again."

Roger Davey '58

Roy and Jan Timmons

R

lumnus Roger

oy andjan Timmons
could write a book

)avey '58 has an
agenda behind his

on loyalty. Married 54

gifts to the William

years with nearly half the

Knox Holt Memorial

time spent serving Pacific,

Library... he hopes they

they smile at each other

will lead students to their

when asked about their

true loves. If that seems

recent pledge of $25,000

farfetched, consider

to the Communication
Department. "It was a

Davey's own story.
A graduate of UCLA,

chance to do something

Davey served his country before putting his GI Bill to use at

for an institution that has been a big part of our lives," said Jan.

Pacific in the Benerd School of Education. To earn extra money,

The Timmons' love of education traces back to their native

Davey took a job in the library, where he met Elizabeth, known

Iowa, where the pair met on a blind date. From then on, their

to her friends as Betty. Davey often jokes that his paychecks were

paths intertwined side by side: they both earned undergraduate

put to good use, courting his future bride, with whom he would

degrees from the University of Northern Iowa and went on to

share 60 years of memories and three children, one of whom is a

receive master's and doctoral degrees at Kansas University before

graduate of the Arthur A. Dugoni School of Dentistry.

making their way to Pacific in the early 1970s.

Throughout his years in education, Davey, an adroit investor,

Though Pacific was only vaguely familiar to the Midwesterners,

soon amassed enough to make a sizable gift to his alma mater

their attraction to the school was simple. "They had an opening,"

through a pooled income fund. Davey's attraction to the vehicle

joked Roy. Roy accepted a position that evolved into Chair of the

was understandable: the medium allowed him to nearly double

Communicative Disorders department, while Jan came on board

what he had been earning in the stock market while supporting

as a professor shortly afterward. When they retired more than two

the continued prosperity of the University.

decades later, each had changed hundreds of lives.

Davey's support to the University extends beyond financial

When they talked to close friend and former vice president

gifts however. He is a season ticket holder for six Pacific sports

Judy Chambers '58, '60 about the breadth of options for giving

teams and has stayed in contact with both the Benerd School

to Pacific, Roy and Jan saw an opportunity to effect still more

of Education and the library, the latter of which he aided as a

change. "We knew we wanted to give," said Jan. "We just didn't

member and past president of the Stockton Library Associates.

know the shape the gift would take." Following several discussions

When Davey was approached to move his gift from general

one idea emerged as fitting—The

Timmons Outdoor Classroom.

funds toward the creation of the Davey Cafe, a small coffee bar

The classroom will serve the dual purposes of beautifying the

and deli located in the library, he was thrilled. "The naming of

east side of the Communication Department while also paying

the Davey Cafe filled me with an overwhelming sense of pride,"

tribute to the Timmons' ongoing efforts to keep Pacific beautiful.

said Davey. "I remember many a night as a library worker or as

"Roy had to be the only department chair with a garden hose in

a student studying for an exam that I wished I could have had a

his office," laughed Jan.

cup of coffee. Now students can enjoy just that."

The experience of giving has been an enjoyable one for the

In addition to the $100,000 to fund the cafe, Davey dedicated

Timmons'. "We've gotten a kick out of seeing something grow,"

an additional $25,000 to create the Roger A. and Elizabeth J.

said Roy. So much so that they've been inspired to pledge another

Davey Endowed Fund to be used at the discretion of the library

gift. "Pacific has made this really easy," said Roy. "There are so

dean for the benefit of future students.

many ways to give and by that I mean not just the ability to
designate the dollars, but also the process of funding the gift.
It's been painless."
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Voice of the Association
Dear Alumni and Friends,

group reunions reported terrific get-togethers

An enviable position. That's how it feels

where the spontaneity of people reconnecting

to be coming on board as President of the

will be the stuff of memories at future reunions.

Pacific Alumni Association at a time like this.

Even the wine tasting and dinner took on a

Participation is up, staffing is superb, volunteers

different look and feel this year; part street fair,

are knocking on the door and a new alumni

part food festival. In short, if you missed the

house on the Stockton campus received a major

weekend, you missed out... but there's always

inaugural gift. Elsewhere in this issue you'll

next year! Mark your calendars now for

find examples of impressive accomplishments

June 20-22, 2008.

by our students, faculty, staff and donors. ButI

Mary-Margaret (Arnold) Simpson,
COP 73

I hope to make it
possible for everyone
to feel they're still
a part of Pacific,
no matter where
they live.

Pacific Alumni
Association
Leadership at its Best

of Directors welcomed five new members who

the success of the Alumni Association. Pacific

bring strong skills and unique perspectives

Alumni Weekend, held June 22-23, drew a

to representing you, the more than 50,000

record number of participants this year. More

Pacific alumni. Having accomplished several

than 1,000 former students, families and friends

major goals in the last two years, we will

attended the event from across the country and

confer in September to develop new, ambitious

even around the globe (two coming from as far

objectives for the next two years. My intent

away as Australia).

as president is to continue to reengage alumni

The weekend included a special breakfast
meeting with President Don DeRosa on the

the members of the Board
provide support for the University,
its students and alumni.

l6
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and investigate ways we might do so virtually.
As a graduate who lives more than 2,000 miles

state of the University (hint: it's great). Other

from Stockton,Ihope to make it possible for

standouts included an insider look at the film

everyone to feel they're still a part of Pacific, no

and television industry by two alumni —

matter where they live.

composer Larry Groupe '79 and film

visual

Let me know if you have ideas and suggestions

effects production director Anthony Shafer '97.

for the months ahead. If last year is any indication,

Those who attended Greek and other affinity

this much is true: Tigers dream big.

Pacific Alumni Association Officers

Board of Directors

President Mary-Margaret (Arnold) Simpson 73 COP

Norm Allen COP '88, LAW '94
Steve Allen '72 RAY
Robert J. Baxter '89 COP
Edward "Ned" Collins '97 SIS
Linda Crane-Havlik '63 COP
Nancy (Robinson) Farnum '59 COP
Armando Flores '71 COP

Sally Ly '02 COP

Stacey Hagen '00 COP
Nora (Gong) Hamilton '78, '80 COP
Jan (Inglese) Hope '86 COP

Janet (Stevenson) Watt '74, '76 COP

Senior Vice President Michael Kattelman '94 COP
Immediate Past President Elizabeth Johnson '87 PHS
Secretary Martha (Fairhead) Guthrie '62 COP

Through alumni leadership,

On July 1, the Alumni Association Board

would be remiss ifI didn't also personally tout

Treasurer Henry Nanjo '83 COP
Wee President Alexandra (Palafox) Baker '99 SIS
Wee President Terra (Await) Brusseau '96 COP
Wee President Peter Anderson '83 ENG
Wee President Denny Stilwell '88 COP

Matthew Olson '04 BUS, COP
Geraldine D. Rosen-Park '85 LAW
Diane (Ditz) Stauffer '69 EDU
Jim Stavosky '77 COP
Bruce Toy '77 PHS, '81 DEN
Kathryn Vatsula-Flanagan '94 BUS
Sarah Wells '02 BUS
Steve Werner '77 BUS

From left: Michael Kattelman '94, Mary-Margaret (Arnold) Simpson '73,
Nancy (Robinson) Farnum '59, Edward "Ned"Collins '97,James Stavosky '77

NEW BOARD MEMBER INTRODUCTION
Edward "Ned" Collins '97 SIS, San Diego, CA, theatre

director. She received her JD from the University of California,

operations manager at La Jolla Playhouse in San Diego, joins

Davis Law School and is an associate with Nixon Peabody LLP

the Board for a three-year term as a director. He is involved in

in San Francisco. Her current service includes pro bono legal

his community as a volunteer for the Community Emergency

work for the Homeless Advocacy Project and the Volunteer Legal

Response Team, Everyone a Reader - Rolling Readers and the

Service Program (VLSP).

San Diego Pacific Club.

Jan (Inglese) Hope '86 COP, Pleasanton, CA, joins the

James Stavosky '77, '79 COP, Burlingame, CA, joins the
Board to complete a two-year unexpired term. Jim is a podiatrist

Board for a three-year term as a director. Jan, a full time

in Daly City. As a volunteer for Pacific he served on the National

mom, volunteers as a board member with the Junior League

Commission and was a reunion volunteer and class agent for the

of Oakland/East Bay and is a CEWAER board member and

Class of 1977.

fundraising co-chair at Foothill High School. Since graduating,
Jan has served as a class reunion volunteer and class agent.

Sarah Wells '02 BUS, San Francisco, CA, a Summa Cum

Nancy (Robinson) Farnum '59 COP, Stockton, CA, joins the
Board for a three-year term as a director. The owner of Seascript/
Quest 7 Boat Graphics, Nancy has served on class reunion and

Laude graduate, joins the Board for a three-year term as a

Association committees.

SAVE THE DATE FOR THESE ALUMNI EVENTS

CONTACT US

ADDRESS/E-MAIL UPDATES

Pacific Alumni Association Distinguished Alumni Awards

Need more information?

Have you moved or changed
your e-mail address? Let us

Dinner and Ceremony, November 3, 2007
The Pacific Alumni Association honors distinguished alumni
whose outstanding achievements and services to humanity have
brought credit to the University.

Visit
or contact us directly:

pacificalumni@pacific.edu
209.946.2391 or
toll free at 886.575.7229.

know about it! Send your
updated contact information to

pacificalumni@pacific.edu.

Surviving Life After College: Quarterlife Career
and Life Strategies, April 5, 2008
Brought to you by the Young Alumni Club,
join the authors of the "Quarterlife Crisis and

Calendar
October 30, 200

South Bay Speed Networking Event

an open discussion about life in your twenties.

May 16-17, 2008

Class of 1958 50th Reunion

Workshops include: Finding a Job, Finances 101,

May 17, 2008:

Half-Century Club Annual Luncheon

June 20-22, 200

Pacific Alumni Weekend

"Quarterlifer's Companion" in San Francisco for

Life Outside of Work and Your Quarterlife Crisis.
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"Time Travel, Little White Lies and Rib-Crushing Hugs".
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Class of 1957 50th Reunion: A Golden Milestone
On May 18-19, 2007, the Class of 1957 stormed onto
campus as if they d never left. Nostalgia filled

the weekend

as old friends reconnected and new friendships were born.
Friday reunion attendees reminisced for hours at the 1957
reception and took pictures with PowerCat on the famed
Pacific Tigers Cadillac. On Saturday teary-eyed alumni participated
in the Memorial Rose Walk during Commencement before being
inducted into the Half-Century Club. The evenings highlight
was a reunion dinner which celebrated the memories of the class
of 1157. The weekend will not soon be forgotten.
2o
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Pacific Reunions at Their Best
Save the Date for
Pacific Alumni Weekend:
June 20-22, 2008

volunteer
Opportunities!!
Committee Member

Alumni from classes ending in 3s and 8s, alumni wine-

Make your reunion a

makers and selected affinities return to campus for one of

success by joining your

Pacific's hottest traditions. All alumni are welcome!

Reunion Committee. We are

To get involved with Pacific reunions, contact the Pacific

looking for members from

Alumni Association at pacificalumni@pacific.edu or

the celebrated class years

toll free at 866.575.7229.

and affinity groups. Time
commitment is dependent
upon your availability.

is year's Taste of Pacific
was tremendously successful
and gave alumni vintners great
exposure with fellow alumni
and the Pacific community.
To get involved contact the
Pacific Alumni Association at
866.575.7229.

Special Groups and Affinities:

3s and 8s
A special invitation to

Alpha Phi

Student Life and

Join your sisters to

graduates of 1963, 1968, 1973,

celebrate your

1978, 1983, 1988, 1993, 1998

on the Pacific campus.

and 2003.

Black Alumni
laics
Join your fellow classmates

10th

anniversary

Omega Phi Alpha /
Delta Upsilon
Relive the good old days
ivcir

to reminisce on your

with your fellow

Pacific experience.

brothers.

Save the Date for Class of 1958 50th Reunion: May 16-17, 2008
Mark your calendars for the Class of 1958 50th Reunion on
May 16-17, 2008. Experience the traditional Memorial Rose
Walk and induction into the Half-Century Club as well as a
not-to-be-missed reunion celebration. Look for more information
from your reunion committee in the coming months. To volunteer
for your reunion committee contact the Pacific Alumni Association
at pacificalumni@pacific.edu or 866.575.7229.

Leadership Alumni
Descend upon campus

Bands, solo performers, or
disc jockeys looking to gain

with other Pacific leaders!

exposure should contact the

Student Life and Leadership

Pacific Alumni Association

includes alumni who were

today to reserve your spot for

involved in groups such as the

Alumni Weekend 2008!

newspaper, yearbook, ASUOP,
student advising, Ambassadors
and more.

GET CONNECTED

Launch of the New Alumni Web Site:
TigerTrack
The Pacific Alumni Association is pleased to announce that, beginning in
September, Pacific alumni will have access to a new and improved on-line
community, TigerTrack. This free, secure and interactive Web site is designed
to keep alumni and friends in touch with one another and Pacific.
Features of
TigerTrack include...
Update your contact
information through your
own personal page
^0

Search for and e-mail
members of your class

^0

Read about current events
at Pacific

^0

Register for events like
Pacific Alumni Weekend,
Pacific Club events
and more

^

Get job advice through the
Alumni Career Network

What is an on-line community?
An on-line community is an Internet site that eliminates
geographic boundaries. Pacific's family is a broad one that
consists of over 50,000 alumni spread out over the 50 United
States and countless countries worldwide. TigerTrack will
connect classmates with each other regardless of location.

What if I registered to the old on-line community?
If you are one of the over 5,000 alumni who registered to our
original on-line community, your username and password will be
30
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transferred directly to the new site. Head to

www.pacificalumni.org

and check out the new features that TigerTrack has to offer!

How do I become a TigerTrack member?
Registering is easy. You just need your 988 number, first
and last name. Don t know your 988 number? Save the address
label on this magazine and follow the instructions on-line when
you click First Time Login" at

www.pacificalumni.org.

CLASS NOTES
REUNION YEARS: 1958, 1963, 1968, 1973, 1978, 1983, 1988, 1993, 1998, 2003
'•
&

* •

publish articles related to the

Mary Lou Myrick, '67 COP,

work of the professor).

Stockton, CA, will complete

1960s

in May. She teaches at Christian

her 50,h year of teaching Greek
Life College, a small Bible
college in Stockton.

1\ /
'

i 45-Year Class Reunion
June 20-22, 2008

For more information visit
www.pacificalumni.org

Reunion Committee:
Pacific students participated in a
crochet workshop with Gramma s
Hugs International Founder and

Pacific Clubs

Your Local Pacific Connection
Want to meet fellow Pacific alumni at a pick-up softball game,
wine tasting, museum tour or other local Pacific event?
Send an e-mail
with the name
of the Pacific Club you would like to join. Find a full list of clubs at
www.pacificalumni. org

Director Shirley King '60 COP.

Shirley King, '60 COP, Elk

Bonnie (Russell) Broxton *
Linda Crane-Havlik
Nancy (Tltompson) Hazen *
Duane Isetti *
Ken Parsons *
Ron Ranson

Grove, CA, is the founder and
director of Gramma's Hugs
International, an organization
that provides "hugs" (blankets)
to those in need around the

50-Year Class Reunion

1930s

world.

May 16-17, 2008

Laurence Littleton, '36 MUS,

For more information visit

Gait, CA, and Frances (Baker)

www.pacificalumni.org

Littleton, '36 COP, celebrated

Murrieta, CA, of Riverside

Reunion Committee:

their 71st wedding anniversary.

Commandery received the

Judy (McMillin) Chambers

Chapel of Four Chaplains

Glen Davidson

1940s

Tom Flores

Don Krampe, '61 COP,

Legion of Honor Award for
volunteer work.

Connie (Doyle) Gilmore

Ken Parsons '63 COP

Ken Parsons, '63 COP,

Charles Gulick, '48 COP,

Chris Greene

William Reed, '62 COP,

Stockton, CA, competed in

Albuquerque, NM, retired from

Bill Heywood

Kansas City, MO, retired from

the Super Veteran class at

Sandia National Laboratories

Patricia (Doll) Orton

being president and CEO of

the California State Sporting

after 22 years as a Research

Julianne (Keast) Sink

the public television station

Clays Tournament (clay bird

Patricia (Page1) Williams

KCPT. He and his wife Mary

shooting) held at Camanche

Frank Yorke

Ann have two children, John

Hills near lone, CA.

Engineer.

Peggy (Porter) Yorke

Doris (Carpenter) Carlino, '49

and Elizabeth.

MUS, Everett, MA, presented a
Celebration of Italian Music"

Lester Westling, '52 COP,

in commemoration of Italian

Redding, CA, wrote "When

Heritage Month at the Stone-

Johnny/Joanie Comes Marching

ham Theatre.

Home; Reuniting Military

A1 Muller, '51 COP, Stockton,
CA, and seven other Pacific
alumni, Frankie (Dewey)

Families Following Deployment."

1950s

Parker, '61 COP, Judy (Caruso)
Williamson, '65 COP, Bob

Bruce Shore, '56 COP, Livermore, CA, was honored on his

Sapp, '60 COP, Bobbie

David Silva, '51 MUS, Santa

70th

(Bitcon) Wallinger, '64 COP,

Rosa, CA, published "Senior

symposium, Fest (a European

Moments" and "More Senior

university tradition honoring

Moments," to help seniors and

long-serving professors), and

Baby Boomers get the most

COP, and Dominee Muller-Kimball, '91 EDU, '05 EdD,

Festschrift (a scientific journal

out of their golden years.

in which friends of the honoree

performed in the winter production of Stockton Civic Theatre's

* Class Agent

birthday with a special

John Florek, '90 MUS,
Cathy (Fiore) Hastings, '69

"Secret Affairs of Mildred Wild."
PACIFIC REVIEW
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Ron Ranson, '63 COP,
Leucadia, CA, retired from

Phil Reinheimer, '65 COP,

Roger Brarda, '69 ECC, San

Gary Wyckoff, '74 COP,

Penn Valley, CA, and his wife

Francisco, CA, is a real estate

Columbia, CA, is a substitute

developer in San Francisco.

teacher with Tuolumne
County Schools.

the University of California,

Vicki celebrated their

San Diego. He freelances in

anniversary at a Rod Stewart

He also owns and operates Tax

theatre and designed scenery

concert. Phil is retired and
serves as the interim rector at

Management & Research
(a business management and

Jody (Edwards) Kenney, '74

Emmanuel Episcopal Church

tax consulting firm) and

EDU, La Canada-Flintridge,

of "Sweet 15 — Quincenera."

in Grass Valley. Two of their

EX1MOCO International (an

CA, escaped with her life from

He and his wife Nicola travel

children, Christian and Sarah,

exporting-importing company).

the world looking for the

are Pacific graduates.

for the San Diego Repertory
Iheatre's workshop production

40lh

ultimate chicken curry.
Joan (Bloss) Ray, '64 EDU,
Stockton, CA, has coordinated
the older adult education
program at the San Joaquin

1968

1970s

Web copy and acting in TV
and film. Jody enjoys finding

40-Year Class Reunion
June 20-22, 2008

For more information visit
www.pacificalumni.org
Reunion Committee:

Delta College for the last five

Jon Brown *

years. She enjoys intellectual

Quinlan (Cobb) Brown *

stimulation and the company
of interesting peers.

Dianne Philibosian
Margaret (Meek) Sheldon

a 30-year career as a resource
specialist and is now writing

Nancy Eranosian, '70 ECC,

things she's lost around the

Washington, DC, received

house and working out furniture-

the President's Volunteer

sharing compromises with her

Service Award in 2006 by the

dog and cat.

USAID for her work in Beirut,
Gail (Laughlin) Sieren, '74

Lebanon.

PHS, New Harmony, UT,
Scott Liggett, '71 MUS, La

retired as assistant director of

Crescenta, CA, composed and

pharmaceutical services at the

Bob Speegle, '64 COP, Great

Howard Lachtman, '68 COP,

produced the music score for

Falls, VA, was awarded the

"Centered in the Universe,"

University Medical Center
of Southern Nevada in Las

the Griffith Observatory

Vegas, NV. She was the first

Planetarium show for the

pharmacist in Nevada to be
awarded board certification

for intelligence oversight at the

Stockton, CA, received an arts
recognition award from the
Stockton Arts Commission for
"twenty-four years of superior
review and commentary on

Defense Intelligence Agency.

the performing and literary

Director's Medal upon his
retirement from the position
of assistant inspector general

arts in Stockton."

newly refurbished Samuel
Ochin Planetarium Theatre.

both in pharmacotherapy and
nutritional support and the

Ann (Edelman) Erbeznik, '72

first pharmacist in the state to

COP, Sacramento, CA, retired

be awarded credentialing for

Jay Preston, '69 BUS, Los

from a 33-year career as a

prescriptive privileges.

Angeles, CA, was honored by

teacher and department chair

the Los Angeles Chapter of

man in the Folsom Cordova

Michael Edwards, '75 PHS,

the American Society of Safety

Unified School District. She

Silver Spring, MD, returned

Engineers with the J. Wesley

and her husband Jim, '70 BUS,

to the Walter Reed Army

Gebb Award for Distinguished

will celebrate their 25th

Medical Center in Washington,

Achievement in Safety.

anniversary this year.

DC, as chief of the hematologyoncology pharmacy and

Don Argue, '69 EDU,
Snohomish, WA, was appointed
Phil Reinheimer '65 COP and
Vicki Reinheimer

to the United States Commission
on International Religious

1973

35-Year Class Reunion
June 20-22, 2008

For more information visit
www.pacificalumni.org

Freedom for a two year term.

director of the oncology
pharmacy residency. He was
also elected to a 5-year term
as an expert on the Oncology
Committee for the United

Bob Stetson, '73 COP, Palo

States Pharmacopeia.

Alto, CA, joined the Computer
History Museum in Mountain

Robert Hackleman, '75 COP,

View, CA, as director of

Fort Lauderdale, FL, was

marketing and communications.

included in the 2007 edition

Victoria Squier, '74 COP,

took off to Sun Valley, ID,

America," a compilation of top

Pleasanton, CA, was hired by

for their first ski trip together

attorneys across the country.

Speakeasy, Inc. in San

since college. They hope

Francisco as a speech and

Ginny McShane, '75 EDU,

to make the trip an annual

voice coach for business

Moss Beach, CA, was elected

event.

executives.

Jack Patton, '68 ENG, Houston,
TX, with college roommates
Bill Agler '68 BUS and
George Belhumeur '69 ENG,

of the "Best Lawyers in

fire director of the Point
Montara Fire Protection District.
* Class Agent

CLASS NOTES

Rosana (McCauley) Matlock,

Scot Cunningham, '78 BUS,

'75 MUS, Lihue, HI, has been
married to her husband Daniel
for thirty-one years. They have
two children, Eric and Brent.
Rosana is the office/reservations
manager at the Outrigger Lae
Nani Resort.

Moraga, CA, joined The
Mechanics Bank as senior vice
president in the Real Estate
Industries Group. The Orinda
native lives with his wife Juli
and their three daughters.

Sue Bohlin, '79 MUS,
Sausalito, CA, is the director
of the training department lor
Piedmont Choirs in the Bay
Area. She also directs her own
choir called the Anchor Bay
Children's Choir.

Her daughter Katie is a student
at College of the Desert in
Palm Springs and her son will
attend CSU San Marcos in
the fall. She and her husband
Steve celebrate 27 years of
marriage this year.
Brian Ladd, '82 COP,
1 ivermore, CA, was presented
with the 2006-2007 Alameda
County Teacher ol the Year
Award.

Robert Mansueto, '76 DEN,

Coronado, CA, developed a
unique, simplified and economi
cal dental implant system for
general practitioners called DICOA Dental Implant System.

25-Year Class Reunion
June 20-22, 2008

Elizabeth (Cecchettini) Reilly,

For more information visit

'76 COP, Malibu, CA, an
associate professor of education
at Pepperdine University,
moved to Malibu from Marin
County with her two youngest
children.

www.pacificalumni.org

David Giovannoni, '76 COP,
Derwood, MD, won a
Grammy for Best Historical
Album: "Lost Sounds:
Blacks and The Birth of The
Recording Industry, 18911922." Giovannoni was one
of the mastering engineers on
the album.

Ned Tolbert 78 COP
Ned Tolbert, '78 COP, San
Diego, CA, a member of Cozen
O'Connor law firm, presented
at the 19th Annual Combined
Claims Conference. He practices
law with the subrogation and
recovery department.
Jake Aller, '79 COP, Alexandria,
VA, was promoted to FSO-02
in the State Department.

Reunion Committee:
John Franklin *
Nora (Gong) Hamilton
Gary Hamilton
Gabe Karam *

Robert Copp, '79 ENG,
Placerville, CA, was appointed
to the position ol chief tor the
Caltrans Division ol Traffic
Operations. He and his wile
Fran have been married for 21
years and have three daughters
ages 13, 14 and 20.

1980s
Pamela (Moorhouse) Naylor,

'80 COP, Pioneertown, CA,
returned to coaching volleyball
at Yucca Valley High School.

1 CY~70 30-Year Class Reunion
ly/o June 20-22, 2008
For more information visit
www.pacificalumni.org

Robert Copp '79 ENC

Reunion Committee:
Peter Anderson *
Bob Berryman *
Henry Nanjo
Cindy (Pellegrini) McCuistion
Jim Godes, '84 COP,

F.ncinitas, CA, accepted a
position as partner with
Pepper Hamilton LLP in
their commercial litigation
group where he will focus on
complex commercial, health
care, trademark and
intellectual property litigation,
and employment law.

li

Mark Freeman '79 COP

Scot Cunningham '78 BUS

* Class Agent

Mark Freeman, '79 COP,
Petaluma, CA, was named
middle market leader for the
San Francisco office of Marsh
& McLennan Companies. He
is responsible for the growth,
operations and delivery ol services
to middle market firms in the
Bay Area. He lives with his
wife, Janis (Pacciorini), '80
BUS, and daughter.

Juliette's property after Katrina
and after the renovation.

AFTER KATRINA
Juliette Thompson, '85 COP, Metairie, LA, finished renovating her
property in New Orleans that was flooded by Katrina. She started
a new job as the vice president of marketing for Ochsner Health
System, the largest health care system in the state of Louisiana.

PACIFIC REVIEW
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Patricia (Hartlage) Stanley,

'85 EDU, The Villages, FL,
was sworn in as deputy assis
tant secretary of the Office of
Vocational and Adult Educa
tion. Tlr is position oversees all
initiatives and policies affect
ing community colleges and
post-secondary education.

Pixie (Everson) Baber, '85
COP, Colusa, CA, survives
her husband Jack. She spends
her time raising her two
daughters (Adelaide, 16 and
Hannah, 14), guide dog
puppies for the blind and
coaching cross country and
basketball.

John Sandstrom, '86 PHS,
San Mateo, CA, works for
Amgen. He and his wife Anna
have a son, Ryan.
George Hotaling, '87 COP,
San Marino, CA, joined USI of
Southern California Insurance
Services, Inc. as the vice
president.

Patricia Stanley '85 EDU

(3b) Left to right: Becca Romans '98 COP,
tndis Babcock 98 COP, Shannon (Haugh)
Delucchi 98 BUS, Sarah (Leer) Frey
98 COP, Erin (Herman) Lencioni '98
COP, Shelley (Blum) Winters 98 COP,
Amy (Deck) Dean '98 COP, and Brittany
'Bogard) Smith '98 COP, and Lissa (Jones)
Morgan '98 EDU in the middle.

Walter Alvey '78 COP and Amy
Yang, 10/7/06, San Jose, CA
Colette Carroll '94 BUS

and Tom Magnetta, 5/5/07,
Maui, HI
Mark Reeves '94 ENG
and Tessa Lewis, 9/16/06,
Portland, OR
Amy Richesin '96 BUS

and Tom Yates, 11/18/06,
Livermore, CA — 1
Jonathan Moeller '97 BUS

and Tara Jessie Lynn, 9/16/06,
Lake Tahoe, CA — 2
34

FALI, 2007

Erica Selvaggio '98 BUS
and Fred Ferrari, 7/14/06,
Huntington Beach, CA

Genie Lee '00 COP and
Stewart Kim, 9/4/04, Palos
Verdes Estates, CA — 5

Jennifer Goon '03 SIS and

Sarah Milam '98 EDU and
Jeffrey Zabel, 7/7/06, Santa
Clara, CA

Amy Pugh '01 EDU and Jon
Stringer, 7/7/07, Bend, OR — 6

Guillaume Yango 05 COP

Lissa Jones '98 EDU and Jim

Melissa Wharff 01 COP,
5/8/04, Oakdale, CA — 7

Morgan, 10/28/06, El Dorado
Hills, CA — 3a
Heidi Overgard '98 BUS

and Josh Highland '98 BUS,
5/27/06, Seattle, WA — 4
Lisa Thomas '00 COP and Paul

Willey, 9/22/06, Portland, ME

Brad Franca '01 COP and

John Paoluccio 02 ENG and
Evangelina Reyes '04 ENG,
7/30/05, Stockton, CA — 8

Donald Bellenger '03 BUS,
11/11/06, Philadelphia, PA

and Ariane Nool '05 COP,
6/30/07, San Jose, CA — 10
Benjamin Burton 05 ENG
and Tassie (Huston) Burton,
5/15/07, Rancho Cordova,
CA—11

Melanie Badinski 03 SIS
and David Arvonio, 11/4/06,
Manhattan Beach, CA — 9

Class Agent

CLASS NOTES

Diane Balma, '87 COP,

Dallas, TX, was promoted
to vice president of public
policy for the Susan G. Komen
Breast Cancer Foundation.
Michelle Gervais, '87 BUS,

Windsor, CA, celebrated
the merger of Gervais &
Associates with the firms of
Mitchell S. Conner Architects
and ArchiLOGIX to form a
multi-discipline, full-service
design and development
consulting group.

1988

20-Year Class Reunion
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For more information visit
www.pacificalumni.org

Reunion Committee:

1990s

Cynthia (Issac) Erickson,

92 BUS, Novato, CA, lives

Alisa (Canning) Schwegerl,

Marvin Curtis, '90 EDU,

with her husband Doug and

'94 COP, Elk Grove, CA,
accepted a position as the

Fayetteville, NC, assistant dean

her three daughters, Natalie,

rehabilitation program

of the College of Humanities

5, Emilee, 3, and Robyn, 14

and Social Services and choir

months.

manager for Mission Carmichael
Heathcare. She and her husband,
John, have two children,

University, will have his

Arianna (Giaroli) Guthrie, '92

Ashley and Michael.

director at Fayetteville State
orchestral work " Stanislaus

MUS, Woodinville, WA, lives

Overture" performed as the

with her husband and two

opening work at the annual

sons, Julian and Aidan. She

York, NY, moved back to the

Greensboro Symphony Gospel

performs regularly with Seattle

states after living in Moscow,

Concert.

Pro Musica and is the director

Russia for 11 years. She lives
with her husband and son;

Gregg Hendrickson, '91 DEN,

of choirs at Redmond High
School.

Hannah Nelson, '94 SIS, New

they are in the process of
opening their own business.

Henderson, NV, completed
a two-year term on the ADA

Ginger (Loomis) Hopkins,

Council for the Annual Session

'93 COP, Ladera Ranch, CA,
completed her first sprint

Colette Lamm, '94 COP,

as CLA General Chairman for
the 2006 conference in Las Vegas.

triathlon.

years in IT as a database
developer, decided to become a
professional organizer and start
her own business, About Space
Organizing, in Walnut Creek.

Norm Allen
Wendy Cornwall
Jennifer (Paul) Held *
Denny Stilwell

1993

15-Year

Class Reunion

June 20-22, 2008

For more information visit

Walnut Creek, CA, after 10

www.pacificalumni.org

Reunion Committee
Brian Adams, '89 COP,

Colette (Carroll) Magnetta,

'94 RUS, Los Angeles, CA,

Bill Floyd *

Canyon Country, CA, has a

accepted a shareholder position

son, Chad Adams, who was a

Christine (Davis) Barnes,

with her law firm of Acker,

member of the CIP California

'92 MUS, San Ramon, CA,

Kowalick & Whipple.

State Championship Football

teaches music at Charlotte

Team.
Carolyn (Hoegerman) Dougherty VI
COP with actor Viggo Mortensen.

Carolyn (Hoegerman)
Dougherty, '91 COP, Oswego,

NY, met her favorite actor,
Viggo Mortensen, while
volunteering with the Bob

Gregg Meath, '90

Johnson for Congress campaign.

BUS, Stockton, CA,

She and her husband Dan

of Meath & Pereira

have lived in upstate New York

Attorneys & Counselors

since 1997.

has been invited to
participate in an educational
intellectual property symposium
organized by the Costa Rican
Ministry of the Economy, Industry
and Commerce, the Costa
Rican Ministry of Justice, and

Monica (Johnson) Swope, '91

MUS, Stockton, CA, and her
husband Mark Swope '91
MUS, have been married for
17 years. The couple has two
children, Ben, 13 and Hannah,
8. Monica is preparing to

the World Intellectual Property

accompany the Pacific Opera

Organization (WIPO).

in Prague and Mark is a choral
teacher at Stagg High School.

Class Agent

Wood Middle School where

Greg Damelio, '95 COP,

she will enter her 14'1' year

San Mateo, CA, along with

teaching. She lives with her

his wife, Heather, works as a

husband Chris and two cats,

realtor at Cash in Company.

Cleatus and Cadence.

Greg and Heather have two
children, Abigail and Joseph.

Kara (McCombs) Gallagher,

'93 COP, Denver, CO, works

Jennifer (Honer) Bosma, '95

in human resources. Her

COP, Fort Bragg, CA, moved

husband Matt 92 COP, is a

to Fort Bragg with her husband

firefighter/paramedic.

and three daughters, to help

They

have 3 children, Kenzie, age 2,

her father run the family's

and 6 month old twins Ayva

grocery stores.

and Cooper.
Henry (Chris) Rooke, '95
Penelopy Lee, '93 COP,

BUS, Chicago, 1L, was named

Stockton, CA, is a lead with

senior vice president of Inter

the City of Stockton Depart

active Media at CRS Television

ment of Parks and Recreation.

Distribution, a newly created

She has two children, Jessica

CBS division which leverages

and Jeremiah.

the combined assets of King
World Productions and CBS/
Paramount Domestic Television
Distribution.

PACIFIC REVIEW
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100 LBS. LIGHTER
Kate (Foss) Smith, '96 COP, San
Mateo, CA, was on the cover of
People Magazine for an article
titled "100 lbs. Lighten Ready for
the Beach! With a lot of dieting
and determination, these women each lost

Kate (Foss) Smith '96 100 lbs. — and can't wait to show off the
COP, 2nd from lefi. results this summer." The story was also
featured on "Entertainment Tonight."
Catherine (Wheatley) Vowles,

'95 COP, l.os Angeles, CA,
and her family just returned
from Bristol, England, where
her husband Matt worked as a
re-recording mixer for film and
television. Catherine enjoys
being a stay-at-home mom.
Erin (Kirby) Naylor, '96 EDU,

Elk Grove, CA, with her
husband Steven and daughter,
moved to Elk Grove. She enjoys

being a stay-at-home mom, but
will return soon to the teaching
profession.
Steve Baum, '96 MUS,

Sacramento, CA, is married
to Kristen Guidi-Baum, COP
'96. Steve is beginning his 10th
year with Ecolab and Kristen
teaches 7'1' and 8'1' graders
Anime at Sam Brannan Middle
School.

Danielle (Godfrey) Simmons,

'97 COP, Daly City, CA, after
more than a decade of running
the PR gamut from large to
small agencies, both nonprofit
and corporate, has decided to
start her own PR consultancy,
DMS Public Relations. The
company will specialize in
launching startup companies
and media and blog relations.
Keith Earnest, '97 PHS,
McArthur, CA, was named
chief clinical officer of Mayers
Memorial Hospital in Fall
River Mills, CA. He oversees
all therapeutic and diagnosis
services of the hospital.
Jonathan Moeller, '97 BUS,
San Mateo, CA, is a senior
vice president with CB
Richard Ellis, where he assists

technology companies with
corporate real estate planning
in the San Francisco
Peninsula office.
1 f i t i O 10-Year Class Reunion
1J JO ]une20-22, 2008
For more information visit
www.pacificalumni.org
Reunion Committee:
Dennis Chandler
Erica (Selvaggio) Ferrari
Damon Fugett *
Ngoc (Nguyen) Mains

Heather Schrock, '98 MUS,
Portland, OR, is an entertainer
on the river cruise circuit.
She is one of the featured
attractions in the evening
show offered by America
West's "Queen of the West,"
which cruises the Columbia
and Snake Rivers.

PACIFIC BABY BOOK
Deborah (Dempnock) Duvall '88 COP and Christian Duvall,
a daughter, Jamie, 8/30/06, San Mateo County, CA

Bethany (Watanabe) Ige 95 COP and Derek Ige, two daughters,
Alyssa, 9/19/05, and Madison, 3/14/07, Irvine, CA

Andrew Fletcher '90 COP, '95 DEN and Kendra (Hopper) Fletcher

'92 COP, a son. Christian Andrew, 3/3/07, Modesto, CA— 1

Renee (Settle) O'Donnell '96 COP and Jonathon O'Donnell '96
BUS, a son, Brendan Kent, 7/21/06, Roseville, CA— 5

Jenny (Hughes) Flanigan '92 ENG and Allen Flanigan,
a daughter, Leah Catlin, 12/14/07, Dutch Flat, CA — 2

Steve Baum '96 MUS and Kristen (Guidi) Baum '96 COP,
a son, Elijah Joachim, 8/10/06, Sacramento, CA

Stephanie (Bua) Stewart '93 COP and Steve Stewart '94 BUS,
a daughter, Ellery Bua, 5/9/06, Sonora, CA — 3

Tana (Cicero) Franko 97 ENG and Jaemon Franko, a daughter,
Jennalise Kiele, 6/30/06, San Jose, CA — 6

Daniel Hanttula '93 BUS and Nancy Hanttula, a daughter,
Elizabeth Hailey, 5/25/07, Norman, OK — 4

Jose Alicea '97 ENG and Adriana Alicea, a son, Apollo Jose,

Virginia (Kalb) Orlando '93 EDU and Martin Orlando, a daughter

Melissa Ann, 1/18/07, Santa Clara, CA

Michael Bowlus 97 BUS and Rose Bowlus, a son, Patrick,
11/7/06, Charlotte, NC

Heather (McVey) Bauer '94 and Adam Bauer, a daughter,
Blythe Ann, 9/26/06, Belmont, CA

Ashley (Viso) Caffey 98 BUS and Chris CafFey, a son, Nolan

Catherine (Wheatley) Vowles '95 COP and Matt Vowles,

Erin (McLey) Garcia 98 COP and Eddy Garcia, a son,
11/16/06, San Jose, CA

a daughter, Grace Calen, 11/8/06, Los Angeles, CA

12/19/05, Stockton, CA

Young, 10/23/06, Santa Cruz, CA

6

Class Agent

Alicia (Halderman) Teaus-

Jessica Jordan, '99 UC,

ant, '98 MUS, Endicott, NY,

Wilton, CA, is a PhD candidate
and associate in English at
the University of California,
Davis. She recently won the
UCD English Department's
Miller Essay Prize and the
UCD Outstanding Graduate
Teaching Award.

is starring her second year of
podiarric medical residency at
UHS Hospitals.
Tia (Janes) Jaynes, '99 MUS,

Salt Lake City, UT, completed
her Master of Arts in flute
performance at University
of Iowa in 2001. She now
performs with Kairo By Night
(an Egyptian cabaret band),
the Taylorsville Symphony
Orchestra and freelances with
various groups. She was married
in 2002 to her husband Cory.
The couple has two children,
Lear and Ella.
Sara (Kastner) Rief, '99 EDU,
Oakland, CA, is a criminal de
fense attorney in San Francisco.

Colleen Bednarek, '99 UC,

Stockton, CA, is a senior
agricultural biologist for the
San Joaquin County Office of
the Agricultural Commissioner.

2000s
DJ Houlton, '01 COP, Bullhead

City, AZ, was recalled by the
Los Angeles Dodgers from
their Triple A club in Las Vegas.
He will pitch in long relief.

Eric Stockman, 02, '06 EDU,
Stockton, CA, is an assistant
principal for Stockton Unified
School District.

5-Year Class Reunion
June 20-22, 2008
For more information visit

2003

www.pacificaluntni.org
Reunion Committee:

Hans Chun *
Betsy Hooper
Davey Larson
Ali McNamara
Becky Moffit
Stacie Moniz
Jaishree Pandey
Matt Hansen, 03 COP,

Atwater, CA, competed in the
AT&T Pebble Beach National
Pro-Am Tournament.

Heather Tarr, '03 EDU, Seattle,
WA, is the head sohball coach
for University ol Washington.
Brandi Rhone, 04 SIS, Glen

Burnie, MD, returned from
working in Nicaragua and
plans to go back in the near
future.
Stuart Krengel, 04 COP,
Stockton, CA, works with the
Katalysis Bootstrap Fund, a
micro-credit loan hind that
works with the four poorest
countries in Central America.
Dan Faill, '03 EDU, Stockton,
CA, accepted a position at
Loyola Marymount University
in Los Angeles, CA, as the
assistant director ol Greek Lite.

PACIFIC BABY BOOK
Virginia (Kalb) Orlando '98 EDU and Martin Orlando, a daughter,

Melissa Ann, 1/28/07, Santa Clara, CA

Heather (Reed) Mathieson 00 BUS and Mike Mathieson,
a daughter, Terra Marie, 3/16/07, Sunnyvale, CA

a son, Dominic Michael, 9/13/06, Huntington Beach, CA

Erin (Westfall) Mettler'01 COP and Brad Mettler, a son, Justin
Allen, 1/16/07, Lodi, CA

Keith Korver '98 BUS and Sylvia (Eilers) Korver '99 EDU,
a son, William Jay, 8/22/06, Lodi, CA

Brad Franca '01 COP and Melissa (Wharff) Franca 01 COP,
a son, 10/4/06, Carter Bradley, Turlock, CA — 9

Ryan Banta '99 BUS and Shannon (Rolf) Banta 02 COP,
a daughter, Brighton Gigi, 6/18/07, Mountain View, CA — 7

Kelly (Cesare) Pfeiffer '02 LAW and Tom Pfeiffer, a daughter,
Katelyn Ashley, 7/31/06, Newport Beach, CA

Sara (Kastner) Rief '99 EDU and Jon Rief, a daughter, Leyna

Belle, 10/13/06, Oakland, CA

Jessica (Lindevald) Isherwood 02 COP and Robert Isherwood,
a son, Calder James, 5/3/07, Stockton, CA — 10

Jill (Clabaugh) Hackler '99 COP, '02 BUS and Nick Hackler 01

Tom Ellerhorst '02 DEN and Kacie Ellerhorst, a daughter,

COP, a son, Cole Rush, 5/19/06, Modesto, CA — 8

Kaylee Lynn Rose, 4/11/06, San Francisco, CA

Julianna (Landon) Burton 00 1'HS and Jeb Burton '99 COP,

a son, Jackson David, 6/16/07, West Sacramento, CA

Megan Pickering 03 BUS and Kevin Angileri, a son. Chase Ryan,
2/4/07, Tempe, AZ

Michael Affholter '00 BUS and Anna Affholter '00 BUS, a son,
Nicholas Jacob, 6/5/06, Modesto, CA

Deolinda (Borges) Wallace '98 BUS and Jonathan Wallace '99
BUS, a son, Xavier I., 1/26/07, Snohomish, WA— 11

Junie (Lazo) Pearson '98 COP and Mike Pearson '99 COP,

ass Agent
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Miah Davis, '04 COP, Bonn, Germany, was
presented as the new point guard for Telekom
Baskets Bonn. The Telekom Baskets Bonn is
i basketball club based in Bonn, Germany that
lays in the Basketball Bundesliga, BBL, the
ghest level club competition which determines
the national champion. This is his fourth year as a pro player after
graduating from Pacific. After one year in the National Basketball
Development League, he took off to Poland and spent the past two
seasons with First-Division-Team Energa Czarni Slupsk. Named a
Polish All-Star twice, Davis also made the Eurobasket.com
All-Polish League 1st Team and All-Defensive Team in 2006.

Tara Cuslidge, '05 COP,

John Hedges '06 COP, Red

Berkeley, CA, graduated from

Lodge, MT, is a reporter for the

University of California,

Carbon County News in Red

Berkeley's Graduate School

Lodge, a gateway community

of Journalism. She will intern

for Yellowstone National Park.

at the Dallas Morning News
in arts, entertainment and

Loan Pham, '06 SIS, Elk

multimedia.

Grove, CA, won a National

IN MEMORIAM
Pearl (Shaffer) Sweet '28 EDU,
8/30/06, Dos Palos, CA
Genevieve (Lynn) Rodda '32
COP, 11/13/06, Stockton, CA
Hester (Busick) Billing '35
COP, 2/12/07, Berkeley, CA
Charles Smith '36 COP,
10/8/04, Los Gatos, CA
Kenneth Beatie '37 BUS,
10/19/06, Rough and Ready, CA
Ruth Hull-Sandine '38 MUS,
5/2006, Belvedere-Tiburon, CA

Georg Meyers '39 COP,
3/5/07, Seattle, WA
James Catterall '40 COP,
4/6/07, Sacramento, CA
Carl Fuller '40 COP,
1/16/07, Indianapolis, IN
Pauline (Parsons) Fellers '41
COP, 12/4/06, Napa, CA
Frank Prince Jr. '43 DEN,
2/24/2007, Santa Rosa, CA
Elizabeth (Herrick) Boettger '44
MUS, 3/4/07, Escondido, CA
Erwin Ferer '44 COP,
10/3/06, Orinda, CA

Security Education Program —
Molly Mordaunt, '05 EDU,

Boren Fellowship to study

Stockton, CA, accepted a

political science, Russian and

position as Pacific's assistant

Kazakh at the Institute of

women's volleyball coach.

Economics, Management and
Strategic Research in Kazakhstan.

Taylor Turney, 05 ENG,
Manhattan Beach, CA, works

Alan Kelly, '07 COP, Dublin,

for Arthur J. Gallagher as an

Ireland, will continue his

associate broker.

education at Oxford University's
two year master's program in
economics.
You don't have to wait until the next Pacific Review to check out
new class notes... join the Pacific Alumni Association's on-line
community, TigerTrack!
^ Stay connected with your college friends through class notes
and on-line chat
•O+KI

^ Post photos of your family, travel or favorite campus moments
Get job advice through the Alumni Career Network

ALPHA PHI AND
OMEGA PHI ALPHA/DELTA UPSILON
REUNION JUNE 20-22, 2008

1) Visit www.pacificalumni.org and click on "FIRST TIME LOGIN"

For more information visit www.pacificalumni.org.

2) Enter your LAST NAME

AO Reunion Committee:
Stacey Hagen '00
Allie (Palafox) Baker '99
Rachel Cooper '01
Sabrina Sutherland '07
Stephanie Griffing '05
Jennifer Lassner-Dandin '98
Sarah Wells '02

3) Enter your ALUMNI ID: Your Alumni ID is your 988
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S20A/AY Reunion Committee:
Jim Dugoni '86
Bob Berryman '83 COP
Steve Whyte '71 BUS
Jim Stavosky '77
Jerry Hogerheide '57
Richard Timmins '53

number. If you do not know your 988 number, save your
address label from this magazine and follow the instructions
on-line. You can also call the Pacific Alumni Association at
866.575.7229 or e-mail us at pacificalumni@pacific.edu.
We'll be happy to help you.

*

CLASS AGENT

CLASS NOTES

'44 COP,

'74 EDU,

'49 COP,
1/7/07, Paso Robles, CA

John Hatzenhuhler

'53 BUS,
3/27/07, Martinez, CA

John Kooyman Jr.

Jack Werner '46

DEN,
3/23/06, Hillsborough, CA

Robert Reelhorn '51 BUS,
10/5/06, Fresno, CA

Donna (Horn) Petersen '54
COP, 4/17/07, Los Gatos, CA

Eunice (Miller) Bunnell '74
COP, 11/06, St. Louis, MO

Marilyn Blanc '47 MUS,
1/1/07, Berkeley, CA

Harlan Wayne '50 COP,
12/20/06, Arroyo Grande, CA

Barbara (Fortna) Gray '55 COP,
3/4/07, Woodland, CA

Jack Cook

'47 COP,
2/4/06, Walnut Creek, CA

Hugh Hayes '50 COP,
2/14/07, Stockton, CA

Thomas McDonald

Keith Parker '48 COP,
2/3/07, Santa Rosa, CA

Erwin Stark '50 COP,
11/4/06, Auburn, CA

Peter Franchi '56 LAW,
11/5/06, Auburn, CA

Thomas McKeegan

'48 COP,
1/25/07, Stockton, CA

Loretta Stallings '50 COP,
11/17/06, Honolulu, HI I

Thomas McDonald

Doris Dietterle '49 COP,
1/13/07, San Francisco, CA

Donald Raichle '50 COP,
7/24/04, Livermore, CA

David Ferguson '49 BUS,
9/25/06, Tehachapi, CA

James Miniaci

'50 COP,
4/9/07, Ripon, CA

Ben Randall

Margaret (Grimshaw) Dequine

'50 COP,
12/14/06, Weaverville, CA

Hildegard (Sabrowsky)

Mary (Ryland) Appel

12/27/06, Sacramento, CA

'49 COP, 7/21/06, Oakdale, CA

Collie Kidwell

Frank Hicks

'49 COP, 1/14/07, Lodi, CA

Vernon Kraft '51 COP,
4/28/07, Lodi, CA

James Ross '49 MUS,
7/29/06, San Mateo, CA

Robert Globus '51 COP,
7/28/06, Port Had lock, WA

'49 BUS,
1/12/07, Oakland, CA

Arnold Donnelly '53 COP,
3/5/07, Vancouver, WA

Milton Dick '49 COP,
8/23/06, Folsom, CA

Arnold David Donnelly '53
COP, 3/5/07, Vancouver, WA

Virginia (MacDonald) Filbin

James Watters

Robert Combellack '41 COP, 7/5/07,
Placerville, CA. Born in Placerville on
March 26, 1919, Robert spent much
of his life giving back to the community.
After graduating from Pacific he served in
the Navy from 1943 to 1946. He taught

'56 DEN,
1/07, Lake Placid, FL

'56 DEN,
1/2007, Lake Placid, FL
Lucille (Hennigh) Stipe

'57

COP, 8/6/04, Lodi, CA
'57 COP,
11/28/06, Orinda, CA
'59 MUS, 5/15/07,
Buffalo, MN
Shadbolt

'60
COP, 3/23/07, San Jose, CA
Belle (Hellenberg) Rudoff

'60 COP,
4/8/07, Stockton, CA
James Balsley

'60 COP,
2/21/07, Santa Rosa, CA

John Aaland

'61
COP, 12/14/06, Stockton, CA
Betty Ann (Shellard) Wiebe

'62 COP,
7/1/06, Yucaipa, CA
Martha Fornell

'62 COP,
4/21/07, Stockton, CA
Hugh Hood

'65 EDU,
11/19/06, Politick Pines, CA
Elvin Peets

School before returning to Placerville where

'67 COP,
9/27/06, Phoenix, AZ

he ran the family clothing store and a pear

Jim Segerstrom

at Monterey Peninsula College and High

orchard with his brother, Allan, until 1978.
He served on the Placerville Union Elementary and El Dorado
Union High School Districts Boards, the El Dorado Juvenile Justice
Commission, the El Dorado County Chamber of Commerce, and
the Marshall Hospital Foundation. Involved with the Pacific Alumni
Association for over 20 years, he served as President from 1985
to 1986. He was awarded the El Dorado County Award by the
Board of Supervisors of El Dorado County and the El Dorado

Michael Millam

'68 BUS,
2/5/07, San Francisco, CA
Alexander Arguello

'70 COP,

1/24/03, CA
'70 COP,
8/2/06, Modesto, CA
Rexford Baker

'71 COP,
10/4/06, Manteca, CA
Mark Tacco

American Legion Post 119, the Veterans of Foreign Wars 2680,

Pamela Nadale '72 MUS,
9/3/06, Creenbrae, CA

the Placerville Rotary, the Placerville Lodge 26 Free and Accepted

Al Cyford

County Chamber of Commerce. Robert was also a member of the

Masons, the Shiners of Ben Ali Temple, the Placerville Elks and

11/05, Lodi, CA

John Jamison '74 LAW
John Jamison '74 LAW,
9/29/06, Oakhurst, CA
Mitchell Rechson '75 PHS,
7/17/07, Philadelphia, PA
Leslie Crow '78 COP,
5/14/06, Stockton, CA
Mauro Dionio Jr. '79 ENG,
10/25/06, Tustin, CA
Barbara (House) Nitta '79
COP, 12/12/06, Roseville, CA
Robert Gehres Jr. '80 PHS,
8/21/06, Woodbridge CA
Victoria (Gorman) Hanson

'85

PHS, 12/29/06, Davis, CA
'86 ENG,
12/29/06, Davis, CA

John Hanson

'89 EDU,
3/14/07, Oakland, CA

Cynthia Neveu

'92
EDU, 7/24/06, Stockton, CA

Karen (Love) Hampton

Duong Van Le '93 EDU,
1/20/07, Stockton, CA

'98
MUS, 4/24/07, Modesto, CA

Elizabeth (Lopez) Jacobson

Ian Smith '04 COP, 9/06,
Atlanta, CA

'72 CAE, 12/17/06,
Baltimore, MD

the Placerville Moose.

Class Agent
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Above: Professor Richard Reynolds discusses his methods
with a member of the class of1950.
Top Right: Homecoming Queen Diane Brizzolara '63,
unveils the crouching tiger.
Right: Now you see it, now you don't.
Below: A sneak preview of the new tiger.

The Vanishing Tiger

F

irst you saw it... then you didn't... soon you will again.

The Class of 2007 took on the goal of raising funds to bring

An aluminum tiger sculpture once topped the Tully

the tiger back as their legacy gift to Pacific. Breaking all previous

Knoles Memorial west of Weber Hall on the Stockton

class gift fundraising records, they presented a check for $12,748

campus. It vanished without trace in the summer of 1994. Only

to President DeRosa at Commencement in May. The life-size

a few broken pieces were found near the base of the sculpture,

tiger sculpture will be displayed outside the new University Center,

and the culprits of the theft were never identified.

which is scheduled to open in the fall of 2008.

The sculpture was a project taken on by the Class of 1950 at
its 10th reunion. The class commissioned Richard Reynolds, art
professor and former chair of Pacific's art department, to craft
the roaring tiger as a memorial to Tully Knoles. Reynolds, for
whom the Reynolds Art Gallery is named, also fashioned the
bronze relief of Tully Knoles on the memorial, which still stands
tigerless in the courtyard north of Knoles Hall. The original tiger
was about five feet long, complete with orange and black stripes,
created by mixing bronze powder for the orange and a powdered
pigment for the black into the liquid metal that was painted onto
a wire frame. The entire memorial was unveiled at the Homecoming
Celebration in October of 1961.
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Village Life along the Dalmatian Coast
August 5-13, 2008
g-Don't miss this spectacular travel opportunity!
Join University Vice-President Ted Leland
'70, '74 and his wife Stefanie, as w
discover the cultural and naturatTreaStffSs
of Venice and Croatia's Dalmatian Coast.
On your nine-day jdurney, step back into the
Renaissance era in Venice, explore the Roman
legacy of Split, visit the Romanesque and
Gothic quarters of Dubrovnik and walk in
the footsteps of Marco Polo in his medieval
birthplace of Korcula. A special two-night
Venice pre-program option is offered.

PACIFIC ALUMNI TRAVEL TOURS!
DISCOVER THE WONDERS OF THE WORLD ON

Lake District

Scotland —
Oban & Stirling

June 3-11,

August 31-September 9,

Italy's Magnificent

Spain —
Barcelona 8c San Sebastian

France —
Burgundy 8c Provence

September 21-October 2,

October 3—11,

2008

2008

2008

Discover the beauty and
magic of Italy's Lake
District with seven nights

This comprehensive
exploration of Scotland takes
you through the Lowlands
and Highlands, fabled castles
and four of the most charming
Scottish isles: Skye, Mull, Seil

Explore two historic provinces

accommodation in Baveno
on Lake Maggiore. Explore
Lake Como and Lake Orta,
see the 18th- and 19,h-century
villas of Bellagio and visit the
cosmopolitan city of Milan.

and Easdale.

in Spain with first-class
accommodations in Barcelona
and San Sebastian. Sites
include the scenic Penedes,
the renowned Guggenheim
Museum in Bilbao and the site

2008
Experience the heart of
provincial France by immersing
yourself in the culture and
history of Burgundy and
Provence. Guided walking
tours, lecturers and a French

of the Running of the Bulls in

cuisine presentation and piano
recital at the Chateau de

Pamplona.

Montmelas are all a part of
this exciting itinerary.

UNIVERSITY OF THE

For more information on these and other trips, including upcoming cruises, contact
Kelli (Williams) Page '87 in the Office of Alumni Relations toll-free at 866.575.7229
or visit the Alumni Web site www.paciHcalumni.org and click on Benefits and Services.
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